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Abstract 

Barranco Blasco, Martín (2018). Situating adscriptions of value on Nature’s 

Contributions to People. The case of traditional farmers in San Pedro, Eastern Paraguay.  

Human Geography, advanced level, master thesis for master exam in Human Geography, 

30 ECTS credits 

Supervisor: Lowe Börjeson 

Language: English 

This thesis focus on the unidimensional adscriptions of value behind industrial soybeans 

production in Paraguay. The thesis aims to present non-economic Nature’s Contributions 

to traditional farmers’ quality of life, the role of farmers’ traditional knowledge to display 

these contributions and the efficiency of such knowledge regarding high productive 

demands. From a theoretical framework based on nature’s contributions to people, 

ecosystem services, knowledge systems and conservation, the thesis formulates the 

following research questions: 1) What drives the prioritization of a single economic value 

on nature’s contributions to people in rural Paraguay? 2) What is the value of non-

economic nature’s contributions, and what is the role of traditional farmers on displaying 

these values? The study mostly relies in primary data obtained through semi-structured 

interviews conducted during fieldwork period in the study area of San Pedro, Eastern 

Paraguay. The results present a plural assessment on nature’s contributions and the 

adaptation of small farmers to modern farming techniques. The thesis concludes that a 

perspective dominated by unidimensional value can be socially motivated within the rush 

for development in Paraguay, a concept tied to economic growth and modernization. In 

addition, nature’s contributions displayed by small farmers suggest that community-based 

conservation could represent a more sustainable approach for the farmers’ needs and the 

current environmental challenges of the country.  

 

Key words: Paraguay, farmers, ecosystem services, nature’s contributions to people, 

traditional knowledge, soybeans, deforestation, biodiversity loss, community-based 

conservation. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Paraguay has experienced an intense deforestation since the 1940s. While the western 

Chaco has only recently started being deforested, the Eastern part of the country has 

already lost a big portion of its Upper Paraná Atlantic Forest, a tropical semi-deciduous 

type of forest that transcends to Brazil and Argentina. Only 10% of its original cover 

remains in Paraguay (Figure 1). The principal causes of deforestation are long-term 

perceptions of the forest as non-productive, the frequent unsustainable use of forest 

resources by settlers and, most recently, the expansion of the agricultural frontier (Huand 

et al., 2009).   

Small farmers and large land owners 

perform different processes of 

deforestation, according to their 

management with the natural 

landscape. In most cases, small farms 

have maintained a traditional, methods, 

while large farms are focused on 

mechanized, intensive production, 

especially of soybeans. Industrial 

agriculture is arguably the system 

driving major rates on deforestation: 

An 80% of the forest areas cleared 

between 1989 and 2000 have been 

converted to large-scale farms, while 

only 20% to small farms (Pavetti and 

Saito, 2012). The trend on deforestation 

has been parallel to the implementation 

of economic policies with a little 

diversification of the national economy, pursuing the strategy of turning Paraguay into an 

agrarian export power: “The rapid agricultural expansion of both cotton and soy in the 

1970s and 1980s occurred in conjunction with the nation’s highest rates of deforestation” 

(ibid. 2012: 333). Increasing agricultural production has positively supposed an economic 

growth, with historical records of a 12.90% of GDP growth in 2013 (Blanco, 2017). The 

rush towards intensive agriculture has implied numerous concessions to foreign investors, 

especially from Brazil. As a consequence, the landscapes of rural Paraguay are 

transforming from a diversification of small farms, patches of sub-tropical forest and 

pasture land, to uniform large extensions of soybean fields. In numbers, soy production 

has expanded from 8.2m tonnes set back in 2013 to 9.3m tonnes in 2016-17 (NEPCon, 

2017).   

Eastern Paraguay stands as the economic motor of the country, although it has remained 

agrarian since colonial times. Under General Alfredo Stroessner’s regime (1954-1989), 

Figure 1: Forest cover in Paraguay in 2011 (Convention on 

Biological Diversity, 2016). 
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the agricultural frontier expanded towards unpopulated departments dominated by forest, 

like Caaguazú, Alto Paraná, San Pedro, Canindeyú, Itapúa, and Concepción (Fleytas, 

2007). An agrarian reform in 1963 established that colonization was necessary to 1) 

populate the interior of the country and 2) transform the tierras incultas (“illiterate land”) 

into rational land. The way to “rationalize” these areas was through the implementation 

of farming settlements, which in turn would provide with a productive contribution to the 

country (Fleytas, 2007: 81). Since the area had extremely fertile soil, European 

immigrants and ‘mestizo’ -Spanish and Guaraní descendants- landless farmers drove the 

agrarian expansion over the Upper Paraná Atlantic Forest (Lambert, 2016). These forests 

were populated by indigenous Guaraní groups.  

Ever since the establishment of settlements, small farmers were confrontative with 

indigenous peoples, threatening their livelihoods by tearing down forest ecosystems or 

directly attacking them (Hetherington, 2013). However, not few small farmers are starting 

to perceive soy monoculture as a new threat for their local economies, identifying the 

menace with Brazilian migrants/investors. Monoculture expansion affects both 

indigenous and non-indigenous collectives, which have moved closer in terms of life 

styles and interactions through the last decades. Just as indigenous customs were 

threatened by settlers in the 20th century, the new soybean expansion represents now a 

milestone on small farmers’ livelihoods. Besides the high rates of deforestation, the 

chemicals used on large-scale agriculture represent a direct hazard to small farmers living 

nearby soy fields (Tauli-Corpuz, 2015).  

Summing up, rural Paraguay is nowadays divided with traditional and modern productive 

systems. Besides the level of production, the two systems differ on the diversification of 

ecosystem services, the knowledge they are based on, and the status they represent in the 

Paraguayan society. According to Hetherington, “knowledge practices are captured by 

categories of difference, arranged in a hierarchical and temporal order: indigenous people 

represented the past, foreigners and elites represented the future, and campesinos 

[farmers] struggled to be included in the present” (2013: 68). The social collectives 

managing each system are also different. Intensive agriculture is predominantly 

implemented by foreign entrepreneurs, Mennonite-Anabaptist colonies and affluent 

landowners. Traditional farming is a low-class activity, traditionally focused on self-

consumption to a bigger extent than commercialization. As the Paraguayan society 

transforms, these priorities are being reversed. Families face new economic expenses like 

fuel, education or internet signal, reason why numerous small farmers require adapting 

the economic activities for their wellbeing. This generally suppose a stronger emphasis 

on cash crops and monetary values. Many small farms are transitioning towards elements 

of modern farming, especially on the use of chemicals, which also supposes a higher 

specialization, or less diversification of farming activities.  

Eastern Paraguay represents an ideal scenario to compare converging productive systems; 

while traditional farms are starting to make a transition towards specialized farming, they 

are widely based on practices of knowledge impregnated with Guaraní culture, especially 

regarding agriculture and forestry. Reed (1995) describes Guaraní agroforestry as “an 
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integrated system” based on i) slash-and-burn agriculture, ii) hunting, trapping and 

fishing and iii) commercial extraction, especially of yerba mate. Guaraní groups held 

nomadic lifestyles, although their customs were put at stake with the introduction of cattle 

and evangelizing missions as early as the 16th century (Kleinpenning, 2003). Although 

still practiced by small farmers, the slash-and-burn technique is currently illegal, since it 

is perceived as a major cause of deforestation. The national law nº 4014 on the prevention 

of wildfires situates the prohibitions as a key measure on preventing wildfires. This is not 

the only example of the Paraguayan legislation regulating smallholders’ forestry 

practices. However, according to Cartes (2003) Paraguayan laws have ambiguous 

interpretations and are not always effective on preventing illegal forest activities:  

“Although there have been a number of sustainable development initiatives that have sought to 

conserve the forest, and many of them have yielded positive results, they have not been designed 

in ways that are feasible to replicate. Most of those involved in deforestation processes therefore 

continue to opt for illegal economic activities” (Cartes, 2003: 283).  

Arguably, an impediment on the implementation of forest conservation laws is the role 

of the forest ecosystem services to the farmers’ quality of life (Da Ponte et al., 2017). 

Small farmers are economically dependent on forest contributions like wood and timber 

extraction, while large-scale farmers are not.  

 

1.2. Problem formulation  

Conservationist policies in Paraguay have not achieved satisfactory results on slowing 

down deforestation. While protected reserves have prevented deforestation within their 

areas, all forest around 5 km of its boundaries maintained an average depletion rate of the 

30% between 1989 and 2000 (Huang et al., 2009). A consequence is the severe 

deterioration of forests functions. Environmental problematics in Paraguay have been 

targeted by international and national institutions, specially deforestation, soil erosion and 

biodiversity loss.  

Policies like the popularly named ‘Law of Zero Deforestation’ (Law 2524, implemented 

in the year 2004) aim for the total prevention of forest loss. The National Plan for 

Development (PND 2014-2030) is based on three pillars: poverty reduction and social 

development, inclusive economic growth, and insertion of Paraguay in the international 

market (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2016). Development projects are 

conditioned by a predominance of economic values regarding ecosystem services over 

other potential values. In that sense, traditional farming is considered not rational, not 

productive, while the forest practices conducted by traditional farmers are usually 

denominated as unsustainable. The inclusion of farmers into market-value chains is 

generally argued to imply an improvement on farmers’ quality of life, together with a 

more rational management of landscapes. These premises imply that technological 

advances are meant to reconcile agricultural production, stakeholders’ quality of life and 

environmental demands. This is consistent with the argument on the necessity of 

increasing agricultural land, as the First International Conference on Global Food 
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Security defends (Dogliotti, 2014). This mindset, which is predominant among the 

institutions governing Paraguay, emphasizes value-monism. That is, a valuation on 

nature’s contributions remarking economic production, to which other dimensions of 

value like “quality of life” or “nature’s health” are conditional. Although this worldview 

is already dominant among modern farmers, traditional farmers’ lifestyle transformations 

suppose a new reaffirmation of value-monism. While economic production had been a 

priority for farming colonies from the 1940s, the local scope of the value-chains -even 

regional trade was difficult due to poor transportation infrastructure- supposed that socio-

ecological practices like forestry and agriculture also provided with non-economic values 

regarding farmer’s lifestyles and ecosystem health.  

The role of farmer’s as ecosystem-managers has had an unquestionable anthropogenic 

impact upon the Upper Paraná Atlantic Forest. Yet, their allocation in the territory 

requires a consideration of conservation strategies regarding their inclusion. Traditional 

farming, or specific agroforestry practices within traditional farming, may offer an answer 

to the ecological and socio-political challenges of modern Paraguay. However, farmers 

are either being expelled of their territories or abandoning non-productive practices due 

to their adaptations. The transitions from traditional to innovative farming also suppose 

an abandonment of traditions, and ecological knowledge not responding to the modern 

demands. This thesis departs from the documented insufficiencies of 

conservation/development policies in Paraguay, to question the implementation of a 

value-monism perspective through intensive agriculture. Hence, a pluralistic valuation 

regarding other types value on nature’s contributions to people is considered necessary to 

assess the real potential and limitations of both traditional and modern farming.    

 

1.3. Aim and research questions 

This thesis aims to:  

1) Contextualize the “value-monist” perspective that has become predominant in rural 

Eastern Paraguay, which drives development and conservation policies and pushes 

traditional farmers towards more economic-optimal activities. This leads to the research 

question: What drives the prioritization of a single economic value on nature’s 

contributions to people in rural Paraguay?  

 

2) Review the plurality of values on nature’s contributions to farmers, considering the 

value of non-economic contributions to their well-being and ecosystems’ balance. This 

leads to the research question: What is the value of non-economic nature’s contributions, 

and what is the role of traditional farmers on reproducing these contributions?  
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2. Theoretical Framework 

This thesis follows the conceptual framework of the Intergovernmental Science-Policy 

Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES), which pursues “strengthening 

the science-policy interface for biodiversity and ecosystem services for the conservation 

and sustainable use of biodiversity, long-term human well-being and sustainable 

development” (Pascual et. al., 2017: 9). Likewise, the adequacy of the IPBES’ framework 

is based on the functions of the institution,  i) catalysing the generation of new knowledge, 

ii) producing assessments of existing knowledge, iii) supporting policy formulation and 

implementation, and iv) building relevant capacities to achieving its goal (Díaz et al., 

2015). Environmental challenges in Paraguay might as well be considered social 

problems. Considering farmer’s capacity and existent knowledge about forest 

management might contribute to project inclusive conservation strategies in the future.  

 

2.1. Nature’s Contributions to People   

This thesis departs from the idea that interactions between farmers and the forest are not 

necessarily unidirectional. “Traditional farming” is a term that transcends agricultural 

production, representing a model of social organization. The term used by farmers is 

“family-based agriculture”, but the term used in the thesis will be “traditional farming” 

as it is considered more precise. First, traditional farming it not necessarily practiced on 

a familiar level, albeit being normally the case. Moreover, “family-based agriculture” 

implies that only agricultural production is involved, while one of its most distinctive 

traits is the diversification of practices. The profit on the range of activities depends on 

natural resources, while some natural conditions like dense forest are considered 

problematic on the development of farming. Hence, a theoretical approach on traditional 

farming necessarily has to be sensible with the complexity that supposes a combination 

of practices and intersected values. A case in point is that dense forest impedes 

agricultural production, but traditional farmers are currently considering other functions 

regarding climate amelioration and air quality.  

A measurement of ecosystem services is perhaps the most predominant approach on 

human-nature relations among conservation and sustainable development research. The 

ecosystem services approach has been followed by intergovernmental institutions like the 

IPBES or the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Board, 2005). Assessments on forest 

ecosystem services have focused on listing the potential economic benefits of forest 

functions (Krieger, 2001; Xiao et al., 2000). In most cases, ecosystem services 

assessments conclude with a final estimation in monetary units (De Groot et. al., 2012), 

which provide with pragmatic results in terms of human benefits. Hence, ecosystem 

services stand as a practical tool for decision-making (Fisher et al., 2009). The categories 

of ecosystem services are generally supporting, regulating, provisioning and cultural 

services, which consider material and non-material aspects of nature-human interactions 

such as spiritual values. In 2017, the IPBES updated its conceptual framework, re-naming 

the category “nature’s benefits to people” to “nature’s contributions to people”. The new 

category considered non-beneficial aspects from nature, incentivising a less-utilitarian 
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approach: “The word ‘benefits’, with its strongly positive connotation, wrongly conveyed 

the idea that negative contributions from nature towards people’s good quality of life 

would be excluded” (IPBES/5/INF24, 2017). Ecosystem research, on the other hand, 

tends to disregard the negative effects of ecosystems processes, Ango et al. (2010) argue 

that the study of ‘ecosystem disservices’ can offer a more balanced approach. In the new 

IPBES framework, “nature’s contributions to people” replaces “ecosystem services”. 

This approach is sensible with more diverse parameters of value, and avoids focusing 

only in either the economic, ecological, social or cultural values as dominating in an 

isolated way (Figure 2). While the perceptions of productivity in rural Paraguay match 

better with a utilitarian perspective about the services obtained from nature, a more 

holistic approach may better enlighten unconsidered nature’s contributions.  

 

The NCP conceptual framework emphasises bi-directional contributions regarding 

interactions between the human/non-human worlds. While ecosystem services draw a 

lineal direction ranging from “nature” to “quality of life”, the new approach emphasized 

the interconnectivity between the three foci of value; nature, nature’s contributions to 

Figure 2: "A stylized illustrative framework of contrasting approaches to the process of valuation" (Pascual et al., 2017). 
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people and good quality of life are situated in the same level. The NCP approach follows 

attributes from ecosystem services theory, maintaining a categorization on regulating, 

provisioning and cultural contributions. Hence, NCP will be structured this way in the 

thesis, although some elements englobe more than a single category. As an example, 

biodiversity stands as both a regulating and a provisioning service. The NCP approach 

also points at the worldviews behind value-giving categories. Plural values are more 

likely found among traditional farming, which is impregnated with the Guaraní culture. 

The new IPBES’ approach focuses on the variety of worldviews regarding adscriptions 

of value, especially regarding local smallholders and indigenous peoples’ perspectives to 

complement the predominant assessments provided by Western scientific studies. This 

thesis considers as well smallhoders’ traditional knowledge to display NCP.  

 

2.2. Knowledge systems 

The potential of non-scientific knowledge to collaborate with scientific approaches on 

ecosystem research pushes the collaboration between different knowledge holders (Reyes 

García, 2007; Corrigan et al., 2013). The IPBES state the necessity of seeking for mutual 

understanding between diverse worldviews, not only for the benefit of sharing knowledge 

but to include stakeholders on decision-making, especially indigenous peoples and local 

communities (Nauber and Paulsch, 2015). Stakeholders’ inclusion would be part of the 

strategy of pursuing capacity building, which is one of the principal IPBES objectives. 

Paraguayan traditional farmers are usually perceived as illiterate, therefore unable to 

implement a sustainable natural management. They hold, however, a body of knowledge 

that allows the display of nature’s contributions.  

Previous research on non-scientific knowledge uses diverse nomenclature, such as 

traditional, local, or indigenous knowledge, often in an interchangeably way (Berkes, 

2000). This thesis will refer to it as traditional’, since specific knowledge samples 

embodied with agricultural techniques and specific hunting practices has been transmitted 

trans-generationally. Although indigenous and non-indigenous communities might hold 

specific, unshared cultural values, ‘traditional’ knowledge generally includes the two 

collectives.  Tengö et. al., (2014) make a categorical differentiation between types of 

knowledge, clustering them into the supra worldviews of Western-scientific and 

local/indigenous. The two knowledge systems are understood to have differences and 

commonalities. Research on local knowledge tends to emphasize its contrasts with 

science. Generally, scientific knowledge is considered objective while traditional 

knowledge is normally qualitative, orally transmitted, collective, diachronic and not 

detached from moral/spiritual values (Kimmerer, 2011). On the common ground, “both 

knowledge systems yield detailed empirical information about natural phenomena and 

relationships among ecosystem components. Both have predictive power, and in both 

intellectual traditions, observations are interpreted within a particular cultural context”, 

according to Kimmerer (2011: 265). The commonalities between different knowledge 

systems have raised to question the divide between scientific and indigenous knowledge 
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as separated phenomena (Agrawal, 1995). Whether when speaking of traditional or 

scientific knowledge, the final adscription of value rests on the capacity of resolving 

problems, passing through a process of validation. For knowledge to be consider valuable, 

it has to fix problematics of the present-day. Thus, identifying where are the problematics 

might clarify the process of valuing NCP and knowledge itself. During this thesis it will 

be explained how farmers’ samples of traditional ecological knowledge have fallen into 

irrelevancy, as its capacity of problem-solving have been displaced. However, traditional 

farming involves a type of experiential knowledge that successfully can resolve specific 

problems relating farmers’ welfare:  

“Most traditional agriculture is place-specific, evolving in time in a particular habitat and 

culture, and this is both where and why it tends to be successful” (Altieri, 2004: 36). 

In this sense, this thesis will place farmers’ knowledge as the conduit to unlock some 

NCP. Engaging farmers to reveal its traditional knowledge can support conservation plans 

by monitoring natural resources and developing community-based conservation 

initiatives (Corrigan et al., 2013; Oliver et al., 2012).  According to Tengö et al. (2014), 

IPLCs’ knowledge can be proven valid on this matter. Knowledge systems would be 

combined either through integration (components from one system are incorporated into 

another through a validation process), cross-fertilization (parallel approaches through 

different validation mechanisms) or co-production of knowledge (engaging stakeholders 

in mutual processes of knowledge production). In rural Paraguay, farmers advocating for 

traditional farming defended a process of integration of sustainable technologies, to 

reconcile what are considered the positive side of both systems, ecosystem balance and 

higher agricultural production. Therefore, education on agricultural advances is generally 

considered positive. This is consistent with the idea that scientific knowledge is more 

highly valuated, while other types of knowledge can only be complementary: 

“Scientific validation of traditional or local knowledge is often a more or less explicit requirement 

for inclusion of other knowledge systems […]. This one-way process has been questioned for a 

number of reasons, such as whether the validation measures used are appropriate, exclusion of 

relevant and locally legitimate knowledge, and disempowerment of local communities” (Tengö 

et. al., 2014: 582).  

Besides the capacity of problem-solving, power relations drive the hierarchy in which 

each of the knowledge systems is placed. Hence, adscriptions of value on knowledge have 

to be assessed considering the background that ranks them in a scale of status, as was the 

case in the study area of this thesis. 

 

2.3. Community-based conservation  

A majority of conservationist policies are based on a model of land sparing, relying on 

natural reserves functioning as ‘biodiversity sanctuaries’, absent from human 

disturbances (Convention on Biological Biodiversity, 2016). Such approach is based in 

the conservationist philosophy of “compositionalism”, which assumes that humans are 
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separated from nature. In contrast, “‘functionalism” comprehends nature primarily by 

means of ecosystem ecology and considers Homo Sapiens a part of nature”, according to 

Callicott et al. (1999: 3). The compositionalist glossary emphasizes biological integrity 

and ecological restoration to a pristine condition, while the functionalist glossary focuses 

on ecosystem health, ecosystem services and adaptation and management, which implies 

the acceptance of external disturbances and a sense of transformative equilibrium (Figure 

3).  The concept ‘ecosystem health’ would be the absence of ecosystem diseases, such as 

the leaching of nutrients or increased amplitude of oscillations in the species populations 

in the organic sector systems (Rapport, 1995). Consequently, health ecosystem science 

would evaluate how humans can be integrated within ecosystems without exceeding the 

resilience of its biophysical processes.  In this sense, “ecosystem health” would not be 

perceived as the immutability of ecosystems but the capacity of recovering after an 

anthropogenic disturbance.  

The idea that ecosystems can change its biophysical composition without diminishing the 

capacity of maintaining its historical ecological processes resituates smallholders on 

Figure 3: "Conservation philosophies" (Callicott et al., 1999). 
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managing systems. Such perspective allows rethinking conservation policies pursuing 

sustainable development, from green isles separated from human landscapes, to resilient 

socio-ecological systems (2002).  In contrast to the land sparing model, the land sharing 

perspective considers the role smallholders as subjects of landscape management, 

suggesting that their impact within the socio-ecological system are not implicitly 

positive/negative per se. The land sparing perspective also aims to reconcile multiple 

phenomena under a holistic embracement, especially food production and biodiversity 

conservation (Phalan et al., 2011; Fischer et al., 2014). Currently, Paraguay experiences 

an accentuated implementation of development/conservation policies following the land 

sparing principles, with the facilitation of high-yield farming combined with protected 

areas like the National Park Ybycuí and Mbaracayú. The strategies to improve 

smallholders’ life quality pass through adapting them to modern agricultural systems. One 

of the interviewed senior farmers, who had been part of the pioneer wave of settlers in 

Luz Bella in the 1960s, expressed that they had arrived to the area through the river as it 

was the only access way, “just as Columbus”. In this historical momentum, a detachment 

from nature was considered a process related to prosperity and development. Currently, 

industrial farming perpetuates the compositionalist idea of forest landscapes being an 

impediment for rational development.  

 

3. Methods 

3.1. Study area 

This thesis develops as a case study. During a period of six weeks, fieldwork was 

conducted in the department of San Pedro, in Eastern Paraguay, to collect data relating to 

the research questions. Research on the expansion of the agricultural frontier in Paraguay 

suggested that the ideal field work implementation should cover the entire Eastern region, 

as Pavetti and Saito (2012) did in their study about ecosystem services. However, this 

project was headed individually with logistic limitations, especially on mobility, that 

forced to reduce the study area to a single department. San Pedro was convenient for its 

accessibility, due to pre-established contacts that were open to help, and for a specific 

social-ecological context. Unlike other departments situated even more to the East, like 

Canindeyú, Caaguazú or Alto Paraná, San Pedro is only recently transforming forest and 

pastureland landscapes to big soybean extensions. Alto Paraná, Itapúa and Canindeyú 

host the 80% of the national soy production, while in 2005 San Pedro stood in the last 

position of the Eastern departments (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Early soybean production in Paraguay (United States Department of Agriculture, 2008). 

Besides, there is a political context in San Pedro of dissent with foreigner soybean 

investors. In Northern San Pedro/Southern Concepción operates the Ejército del Pueblo 

Paraguayo (EPP), a guerrilla organization which principles mixed nationalistic and anti-

soybean principles. Although the EPP is not supported by most of the farmers, civil 

political organizations are emergent. During the field work, many small farmers 

explained their problems in terms of social and ecological justice. In this context of 

conflict, not few stakeholders pursue a conscient prolongation of traditional farming. 

However, as opinions are diversified, San Pedro is currently a scenario with transitive 

landscapes, with a majority of small farms and pasture land transforming into soybean 

fields. This scenario has favoured an empirical study based on the differences between 

the productive systems. The cities, colonies and communities visited during the fieldwork 

were Nueva Germnia, Choré, Guayaibí, Naranjito, Luz Bella, Agüerito, Tava Guaraní, 10 

de Agosto, and San Pedro Poty (Figure 5). 

The northern parts of San Pedro have a situation of proximity with the Brazilian border. 

The National Route Nº 3 crosses San Pedro from North to South, connecting the 

department with the capital, Asunción, and with the Route Nº5 to Brazil. Only two hours 

by car separate the Brazilian border from Santa Rosa del Aguaray. Santa Rosa is a 

growing city with 13.000 inhabitants, that stands as the neuralgic centre of the district 

with the same name. The National route Nº3 has supposed a big chance for rural 

communities living in a situation of isolation for decades. As late as the early 1990s, 

farmers living in Tava Guaraní spent one day walking to Santa Rosa, which is 20km 

away. The National Routes have incentivized internal national commerce and 

transformed local economies in the area. Currently, Agüerito provides with the main 

supply of mandioca for the capital’s markets. The National Routes also allow trade of 

other agricultural commodities with Brazil, as well as illicit economies such as drug and 

tobacco trafficking.  
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Figure 5: Locations visited in San Pedro. The soy frontier is expanding from the north-eastern area of the department, 

which is also the closest to the Brazilian border, depicted in yellow (Google Earth, 2018). 

3.2. Data collection 

3.2.1. Fieldwork  

The decision of conducting fieldwork was motivated by the research questions. The thesis 

was thought to cover smallholders’ perceptions on ecosystem services. Farmers’ 

traditional knowledge was also a central topic of interest. The decision of conducting 

fieldwork was not only convenient for the field of investigation, but to contribute with a 

process of learning through a direct experience. According to Pawson and Teather (2002), 

fieldwork can bring benefits in terms of challenge and autonomy on human geography 

studies. Fuller (2006) reports the value of fieldwork, remarking the capacity of enhancing 

the geographical problems through real-life experiences complementing theories. In 

Paraguay, the convergence of agricultural systems represents a set of diversified opinions 

and local situations among stakeholders. A direct approach, and the collection of primary 

data, has favored a better understanding on complex social-ecological processes. 

However, the fieldwork has constrained some limitations. This thesis is focused on the 

perspective of small farmers, due to the difficulty of accessing larger owners. Although 
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maintaining a contrast between agricultural systems, traditional farmers’ voices suppose 

a major contribution for the development of the results and posterior analysis of the thesis.  

During the first week I contacted César, a 60 years old agricultural advisor and self-

educated expert on agronomy living in Nueva Germania. He became a key informant, 

contributing with his knowledge on agriculture and the local social and political 

dynamics, but most important with his contacts. In my first movement out of Nueva 

Germania, César had to participate in a conference to farming cooperatives with the aim 

to incorporate small farmers into mechanized agriculture. Later during the day, we went 

to Guayaibí to visit COOPROSE, the bigger cooperative of sesame producers in San 

Pedro. I met some farmers, like Raúl and Héctor, who became key informants later. While 

in COOPROSE, I assisted to a reunion with Korean representatives from the Korean 

Project for Agricultre (KOPIA), which funds projects for agricultural development. Later 

that week, some days were spent in Luz Bella, Raúl’s hometown. With the help of 4 Raúl 

students -he is a local teacher on agronomy- 4 farms were visited and 6 stakeholders were 

interviewed. I stayed with one of the students first, and with Raúl’s cousin later.  Three 

old farmers, a middle age farmer, a wife of one of the farmers, and a labour worker for a 

big soy producer were interviewed. Walks inside the farms allowed the collection of data 

about the diversity of farmers’ provisioning strategies. Finally, in the last day in Luz Bella 

a visit to the local football tournament, which is the bigger social event in Luz Bella and 

gathers both indigenous and non-indigenous communities, allowed informal approaches 

to small farmers.   

During the second week, a new visit to Nueva Germania was made, with the intention of 

approaching wealthy farmers. One of the wealthiest owners and promotor of the 

settlement Tierra Prometida was interviewed, as well as two small farmers who also drew 

sketches of their properties. The second half of the week was spent in San Pedro Poty, 

were 5 small farms were interviewed, and two days were spent at the ranch of the 

Secretary of Environment and Livestock. During the visit the Secretary was interviewed, 

and several informal conversations enriched the collection of data. Notes on labor 

mechanisms of this big property were reported, especially regarding cattle breeding. 

The entire third week was spent in a single community, Naranjito, hosted by Héctor’s 

family. Héctor engaged some neighbors on the investigation, who were interviewed 

remarking questions on plagues and deforestation. While staying with Héctor, his family-

based farm was visited in detail under his guidance, he also provided with ecological 

knowledge on trees and plants, which was annotated.  The visit in Naranjito opened the 

opportunity of visiting small farmers with diverse profiles. A small-scale soybean 

producer, an ex-beekeeper, and an indigenous farmer were interviewed. The indigenous 

farmer brought up interesting insights about the transition from a nomadic lifestyle 

towards a static, farming lifestyle. He also made a relevant contribution explaining the 

changes on fauna, flora and landscape. Other relevant experiences to the study were the 

interviews to the president of a local woman organization, and to Héctor’s grandfather, 

an 86 years old former farmer whose contribution revealed significant insights on cultural 

values.  
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After spending some days in Asunción recovering from a motorbike accident, the fifth 

week was devoted to visit Agüerito, where three informants became hosts. Some 

informants were interested on presenting me to the local authorities and agronomist 

engineers. Hence, the local agronomist expert and the leader of the local organization-

government became hosts and facilitated the encounter with smallholders.  Small farmers, 

the communitarian land lot, and many private farms were visited. A map of Agüerito was 

elaborated with the help of some informants. Another relevant experience was the visit to 

a neighboring large private property that had been deforested. The questions on the 

interviews were re-focused to the aftermath of the deforestation. Two other near 

communities were visited this week, 10 de Agosto and Tava Guaraní. In 10 the Agosto I 

stayed in two houses under the command of the local authority of Agüerito, who had a 

big influence in the area, and visited three farms of the community. Tava Guaraní 

supposed a similar experience to the other communities, staying at households and 

interviewing small farmers. Staying in Tava Guaraní offered the chance to interview more 

female informants than in other communities. Tava Guaraní and Agüerito also provided 

with a deeper insight of the political context in San Pedro, since the leaders of these 

communities are involved in local and regional politics.  

During the sixth week, some days were spent back in Nueva Germania recovering from 

infected mosquito bites. Afterwards, a new visit to COOPROSE was made, where I met 

Raúl again. This week offered the chance to visit Luz Bella back, taking a retrospective 

approach. New questions were made regarding the influence of plagues and ecosystem 

changes. In a visit to Raúl’s farm, he explained the project they had with his family and 

opined about small farmers’ transitions towards specialized farming.   

 

3.2.2. Field diary 

A field diary with a total of 246 pages was written during the field work. It compiles 

ethnographic content, sketches of farms and communities, and a list of trees and animal 

species mentioned by traditional farmers, together with the properties and attributes of 

species according to their explanations. The diary also includes informal conversations, 

ethnographic notes about cultural traits like labour division or the use of language, and 

personal interpretations of diverse phenomena, for instance regarding wealth inequalities 

between different stakeholders. The annotations in the diary represent a body of raw data 

that contributes to enrich the understanding of the background in which the field work 

was conducted. As an example, after interviewing an informant, notes on the diary would 

specify how the informant was met, his/her main occupation, education level, economic 

occupation and other traits that were considered relevant. Casual situations would also be 

considered relevant to be annotated in the diary.  In a moment of waiting to conduct an 

interview it was written: “The informant tells César that the community has ran out of 

water for a week, which supposes a big problem for the cattle and themselves, but the 

authorities are not solving it. He asks him for help, to what César compromises to do as 

much as he can regarding his connections. The favour might be in return of acceding to 

spend time with me and answering my questions”. This note was tagged as an unveiled 
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power relation in the diary, in which a person who was well connected with the local 

authorities was in the position of helping. Some notes were merely descriptive, while 

others were subjected to interpretation. An impression in the diary relates as follows:  

“There are noticeable differences between families with a more diversified way of farming, and 

those which are specialized. Farmers combining agriculture with other activities are in very good 

shape. Farmers focused on livestock are generally overweight, and some have explicitly 

recognized to suffer hypertension. Héctor has commented that the Paraguayan diet has changed, 

so I am going to ask more about it”.  

 

Writing the diary was essential to reflect on the research questions’ adequacy to the reality 

of the field, on the expectations and limitations, and on the events that had occurred during 

the day. 

 

3.2.3. Semi-structured interviews 

Semi-structured interviews constitute the main method of data collection. Uncertainties 

when planning which was going to be the study area motivated the election of semi-

structured interviews over other methods like surveys. Logistic limitations implied that 

the implementation of surveys on a large scale would have required unavailable resources. 

On the contrary, semi-structured interviews represented a method that could be 

implemented with flexibility and adaptability, complementing other methods and 

theories, as Longhurst (2010) defends. The semi-structured interviews were designed 

regarding three pre-settled research questions: i) How many plant species of crops and 

trees are involved in small and middle farms? ii) How economical efficient are farms 

relying on a single ecosystem service, in contrast with farms combining several 

ecosystem services? iii) Which practices contribute better to the forest endurance, 

according to the farmers? These preliminary questions were modified during the 

procedure of the investigation, integrating new inquiries about changes on climate, 

biodiversity and plagues.  

A total of 33 interviews were recorded and transcribed. The interviewees were 25 small 

farmers, 2 middle farmers, 1 activist, 1 land-less day labourer, 3 agricultural engineers, 1 

local leader. Complementary non-structured interviews and conversations provided with 

data that has also influenced the presentation of results and analysis of the thesis. 

Although not being directly interviewed, conversations with a range of people with 

different profiles enriched the collection of data. Among these people were elders from 

non-farming families, Korean representatives of an international aid programme, young 

farmers and an anthropologist from Asunción. Most of the interviews were conducted 

individually, yet in some occasions the answers were complemented by other participants 

in the group. In that case, their answers were annotated aside, but still as part of the same 

interview. After the transcription, the document would be perceived as a group interview. 

The specification on interviews being either individual or not was for the author to take 

account of possible bias from the informants, since some answers were relegated to 
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participants with a higher aim to intervene, better control of the Spanish language, or a 

position of status/authority to answer for the other participants.    

The selection of informants was motivated by the research questions, the primary aim 

was interviewing small farmers and large farmers. While acceding small farmers was 

relatively easy, large farmers were inaccessible and therefore only two were interviewed. 

Generally, informants facilitated interviewing their neighbours and friends, after given 

some specifications about the convenience of finding informants within a range of age or 

farming methods. Eventually, informants had their own ideas on who would be important 

to meet or interview, which did not necessarily suppose a negative effect as it revealed 

how some informants, especially agricultural engineers, had a higher status. Some local 

authorities became informants and allowed the connections with other local authorities.  

 

3.2.  Data analysis  

It has been mentioned how a low capacity on mobility limited the field work. Another 

logistic issue had been dependency on informants, who helped out with their motorbikes 

to visit contacts. This affected a preliminary analysis on the collection of data and the 

capacity to design where to go and what kind of information collect. Nevertheless, the 

fieldwork provided with primary, qualitative data covering perceptions on forest, 

individual stories from old settlers, opinions regarding nature’s contributions, 

governmental action, farmers’ necessities and the anthropogenic impact of different 

farming systems. 

The analysis of data started by transcribing all the interviews, consequently sorting them 

into four categories: changes on biodiversity, ecosystem services, knowledge systems and 

landscape transformations. Information about each of the categories was separated in 

different documents including extracts from the interviews relating the topics. The field 

diary was critically reviewed, as information relating to the topics was tagged with 

different markers. After organizing the information in categories, the elaboration of an 

excel table allowed a better management on the information of the stakeholders 

(Appendix 8.2.). However, the explanation of results required a constant comeback to the 

interviews and the diary. Data from the fieldwork has been complemented with secondary 

data obtained through literature research.  

 

3.4. Ethics 

The inclusion of informants as central subjects of the thesis has required significant 

ethical considerations. The discrepancies between formal requirements and field realities 

“would not only impede data collection, it could actually impose harm by violating local 

norms of what it means to give consent”, according to Zavisca (2007: 132). Therefore, 

the first ethical consideration during the field work was providing the informants with 

information about the implications of their answers. Some informants were concerned 

about the possibility of me having connections with the public and private sector, 
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especially with the government. I had to be clear with my intentions, explaining 

beforehand my position as a Master’s student at the Stockholm University. I had been 

provided an official certificate by the department of Human Geography, which finally 

resulted not necessary. My topic of research was explained in plain terms, since most 

informants were Guaraní native speakers. I explained that I was interested on the 

environmental problematics in Paraguay, especially deforestation, and on the 

implications of traditional and soybean farming. Informants where asked about their 

consent before recording interviews. Same procedure was applied to photographs, 

although no portraits have been published since I did not ask for the consent on this 

matter. Most informants did not make a clear statement about their preferences on 

anonymizing their names. Due to potential repercussions regarding the content of their 

answers, all names appearing in the thesis have been anonymized. 

When staying with smallholders, I considered my position as an external subject and the 

implications of being perceived as an outsider. Factors like my age, gender and place of 

origin might have influenced the collection of data. Answers were considered to be true, 

but with the possibility of personal bias. Hence, I tried to consider the role of each 

informant in the community to better understand their interests. I myself identify as non-

neutral; identifying my own bias was necessary to take a distant perspective and formulate 

questions as objectively as possible. I exempted indigenous informants from exotic 

perceptions, focusing on the quality of their answers, use of ecosystem services and local 

knowledge in the same procedure as with other smallholders. Traditional knowledge can 

be subjected to intellectual property rights (Files and Annex, 2007). I asked beforehand 

about the consent of collecting it to enrich the thesis. Informants showed no impediment 

on this matter and were participatory. Some informants requested a copy of the thesis; 

they will receive a version translated to Spanish. Regarding the professional relations with 

the informants, I relied on their hospitality during the entire field work, developing 

informal interactions at times. I recognize the potential bias this might imply. However, 

off-record and informal experiences also helped to reach a sense of reality from the 

informants, a side of the picture that would have been missed otherwise. I tried to 

understand relevant social dynamics and power relations that might have influenced 

adscriptions of value and forest perceptions. During the field work I was hosted by 

families for periods of days or weeks. I provided with a proportional economic 

compensation for the maintenance costs, which was not always accepted.  

Post-fieldwork ethical considerations have also been considered. Pointing out economic 

differences and power relations could have implications on a local level. During the 

presentation of results, and posterior analysis, I have tried to make a raw presentation of 

different opinions and adscriptions of value avoiding moral judgements. If anything, this 

thesis aims to make an exposure of the interests and motivations behind the 

implementation of different agricultural systems and adscriptions of value. Victimizing 

smallholders has never been the intention; it us up for the reader to evaluate the empirical 

results and discussion of the thesis. Nobody but the author is responsible for potential 

misinterpretations or a misguided presentation of facts, if there are any. 
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4. Results 

4.1. Nature’s Contributions to People  

4.1.1. Provisioning NCP 

4.1.1.1. In traditional farming  

Family-based farming has traditionally developed as a combination of practices. 

According to most farmers, the most important activity is working the “chacra”, which is 

the portion of the farm devoted to agricultural production. The chacra includes species 

like mandioca, corn, beans, pumpkin, peanut, fodder and fruits. Other activities of 

traditional farming are the maintenance of domestic animals (poultry, pig, cattle) and 

forest services (timber, wood, fruits). Commodities like orange “petit grain”, yerba mate, 

and honey are also relevant, although providing with a lower economic input than the 

chacra. Provisioning forest contributions could be summarized in wood for self-

consumption (construction, cooking, fencing), wood for commercialization, and timber 

production (Figure 6). However, forest patches in family-based farms also provide with 

non-economic contributions regarding the farmers’ food security (animals and fruits) and 

health (healing plants called yuyus).  

The possession of domestic animals for consumption is referred by small farmers as 

“minor animals” and is considered a women’s task. The wife of a farmer explained: “That 

is my duty, taking care of the minor animals, of the house and the children. I do not work 

in the chacra”. Minor animals, which are generally chickens, ducks and pigs are fed with 

local varieties of corn. Minor animals are set free during a significative part of the day, 

grazing in a semi-wild landscape of forest patches, in or outside the farms. According to 

some farmers, women are also responsible for planning the agricultural calendar. Julia, a 

young informant from Tava Guaraní, argued that many men consider women to do only 

minor tasks:  

“Sometimes, the national census comes to make surveys. When they ask the husbands if the 

woman in the house works, they say no: ‘in the house only’. If they ask the woman, she answers  
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Figure 6: Traditional ovens for timber production in Luz Bella. 

that she is only a housewife. But a man without a woman produces much less in the chacra, has 

less time for everything”.  

The gender labour division also affects the transmission of knowledge: “Men know when 

the proper time is to plant the mandioca and the proper month to harvest, how much time 

will it take to grow, and which moon is better to harvest corn. But women know very 

much as well” (Julia). Voices like Julia and Andrea from Naranjito disagree on the fact 

that women only work in the domestic area. As responsible for cooking in the majority 

of cases, they have a better control on the food supplies. Andrea explained that “women 

know what is needed at home, what is healthy”. Andrea is the head of a local woman 

organization, the “Coordinadora de Madres de Naranjito” (Coordination of Mothers of 

Naranjito). The organization has the support of the United-Nations Development 

Programme-Paraguay, which pursues the achievement of the Sustainable Development 

Goals. According to Andrea, the platform is focused on sensitizing women of their 

capabilities as an integral part of traditional farming. Besides, the organization is 

implementing a reforestation project planting ten of native trees in the communal lands 

of Naranjito. 

The efforts of the organization are on recovering traditional farming from the expansion 

of intensive agriculture: “We sustain from what comes from the chacra. So, we organize 

ourselves to defend it from the agrochemical hazards and climatic problems. But we need 

to educate ourselves to keep producing, we want to educate ourselves in agroforestry too” 

(Andrea). The plan is to build vegetable gardens, which unlike the chacra, are destined to 

produce seasonal fruits, vegetables like pepper, tomato, pineapple and yuyus (Figure 7). 

Vegetable gardens suppose a side occupation and are generally only destined to self-
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consumption. Projects to develop vegetable gardens were in progress in at least three of 

the visited settlements, Naranjito, Agüerito and Tierra y Libertad (Nueva Germania), with 

the financial support of the government in the case of the last two. Governmental aid has 

the intention of increasing the production of vegetable gardens to supply the regional 

markets.     

On the other hand, the chacra is destined to large extensions of commodities that are basic 

for human and domestic animal subsistence, it has a higher focus on production and 

commerce. Species like corn, poroto (beans) and mandioca are very representative of the 

chacra, but it also can include fodder, watermelon, pineapple, cane sugar, sesame or 

peanuts, among other species. Familiar agriculture raises as a family-based economy, 

where “everybody works at the household, just a little enters from outside at times, selling 

a piggy or a cow to get enough money to send the children to study or any other necessity” 

(Andrea).  

Cattle is an occupation aside but depending on the quantity of heads owned it is 

considered as part of the family-based farm. However, there are farmers dedicated 

exclusively to the production and reproduction of cattle meat and milk derivates. The 

prize of livestock was, at the moment of conducting the field work (November 2017), 

8.000 guaranies per kilo of living cow (1,20€), and 7.000 guaranies per kilo of living pig 

(1€). Most of the small farmers had between two and five cows to sustain. To obtain the 

forage farmers devoted a part of their properties as “alzado”, which translates as “raised”, 

a part of unattended land. The total portion devoted to feed the cattle was significative. 

Of a total of 5 hectares of property, a small farmer in Nueva Germania devoted 3.5 to 

pasture. His neighbour devoted half of the land of his lot (7’3 hectares) to pasture, and 

the other half to agricultural production (Figure 8).  

Figure 7: Vegetable garden with pineapple and yuyus. 
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Figure 8: Land lots in Tierra Prometida (Nueva Germania). Modern farming colonies are characterized by an 

uniform distribution of land lots, while traditional farms created during the wave of settlers in the 1960s follow a 

more heterogenous distribution.  

Land lots in farmer colonies following a pre-designed urban planning are usually 

rectangular. When there is a forest reserve, it is usually situated at the very end of the 

property. If the forest is not too dense, it can provide with shade, which becomes a 

requirement for livestock owners to protect animals from the high temperatures. Gabriel 

was the only informant who claimed his main occupation to be agroforestry instead of the 

chacra. He owned two properties in two different areas of Luz Bella, had five cows in 

each, and owned another five hectares of which 2.5 were forest and 2.5 pasture. When 

asked about the tree species he owned, he mentioned to have paraíso, bitter orange, yvyrá 

pitá, chirca and bocaya (coconut), among others.  

 

4.1.1.2. In modern farming  

Large livestock ranches in San Pedro did suppose large-scale deforestation before the 

intensive production of cash crops like soybeans. During the fieldwork, a large-scale 

ranch was visited in San Pedro Poty, Tacuaty. The ranch is managed as a familiar business 

of 1100 hectares, which have been divided in two groups of brothers. One part of 800 

hectares is managed by five brothers, one of which is the Secretary of Agriculture and 

Livestock of San Pedro. The main activity of this corporative society is the production of 

goods derived from cattle, especially meat, owning approximately 2500 heads of cattle. 

The other group of brothers has 300 hectares which have been recently converted to 

soybean fields. Ramos, the informant that allowed the visit, argued that they face the same 

adversities as small farmers do, referring that they need to “clean” the land from logs and 

stumps, organize the land and making tree barriers. Then, he explained that soy will be 

rotated with corn, to optimize the fertilization of land. Additionally, they will use 

phosphorus and lime (up to 1000 or 1200 kg) to optimize soil’s quality in a period of four 

years. Ramos explained that their objective was to produce up to 8 times more quantity 
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of soy than they were producing at the current moment. Altogether supposed a 

significative economic investment, that was shares as part of the family corporation. They 

were also considering producing milk and cheese, which supposed another investment on 

infrastructure. As most farmers incorporating innovative methods in San Pedro, they 

buying GMO seeds and chemicals from the Mennonites, anabaptist colonies which, 

according to Ramos, are the more advanced with technological innovations. The 

Mennonites are characterized for being isolated communities of European heritage, 

characterized in Paraguay by their communal entrepreneurship isolation and endogamy 

(Danna et al., 2008). 

Mechanized farming is developed as the maximum optimization of a single ecosystem 

service, or nature contribution.  Different productive strategies respond to different kind 

of value, according to the perspective of small farmers. This valuation responds to a big 

extent to an economic value. Those activities providing with a bigger economic input are 

considered to have a higher status, being the activities destined to self-consumption 

considered complementary or less important. As an example, wood production of 

eucalyptus and Paraíso bring higher revenues than soybeans, but the results take a 

minimum of ten years, and the economic resources are not normally available to small 

farmers.  

 

4.1.2. Regulating NCP   

The interviews revealed that several farmers made a correlation between the presence of 

forests and climatological events. The forest was perceived by stakeholders as necessary 

to contribute against strong hailstone storms, rain, wind, extreme heat and air quality, 

functions that are described on the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment as regulating 

ecosystem services. According to descriptions from the informants, the forest plays a role 

of buffering against the extreme temperatures. Many farmers considered leaving a 

forested portion of their properties, another group considered it a task of the government 

to make reforestation plans, while another group considered economically unfeasible for 

small owners to devote a portion of “unused” land to forest.  

 

4.1.2.1. Buffering against the extremes 

The forest was recognised by most farmers as contributory for climate amelioration, and 

negative environmental effects were usually perceived as a direct effect of large-scale 

deforestation. Héctor explained that in the area of Naranjito they have suffered the first 

ever hailstone storm during winter (June-September), which affected significantly the 

crops and created a general food shortage in the area. He signalled these storms as 

extremely unusual, as many other farmers did. Still in Naranjito, Samuel explained it with 

detail: “This hailstone storm caught us off-guard, we never had anything like this, it 

ruined an entire season of crops. We were supposed to receive some aid but we never did. 

Everything is wilder now, it rains in a day the amount that should rain in an entire month, 
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and it is not supposed to be so warm”.  The rise of temperatures was repeatedly mentioned 

and unanimously considered negative. It affected specially in the summer, where 

temperatures are rising to maximums over 40ºC. Increasing temperatures make difficult 

to grow two seasons of vegetables, making of the winter the only profitable season.   

The use of tree barriers is the most usual measure of prevention against deforestation 

hazards. Tree barriers were argued to protect against chemicals and climate adversities. 

The characteristics of tree barriers -i.e. the width or situation in which should be 

implemented- provided by farmers were heterogenous. In many occasions references to 

“vegetable” or “natural” barriers were used instead. Ideally, tree barriers are made of 

primary forest, which constitutes a very dense combination of diverse species. However, 

barriers were usually made of abandoned pasture land - young trees and dense shrubs -or 

tree plantations. Tree plantations were formed by a single “cash species”, generally 

eucalyptus and Paraíso, with commercialization purposes. Most farmers opined that a 

strip of vegetation was a necessary measure, especially in areas of special sensibility like 

schools, urban conurbations and rivers. However, there were discrepancies in whether 

tree barriers were enough protection or not regarding soybean fields. In Luz Bella, a land-

less labourer who had worked for a big soybean farmer, and who considered chemicals 

harmless, expressed:  

“One hectare of forest is always necessary nearby water reserves, near routes you also need big 

tree walls, five meters wide at least. If there is an urban area you need a tree wall, we have them 

right now but they should be better. Where I worked we had 100m of forest on both sides of the 

river” (Cristian). 

Other small farmers considered tree barriers useless against thousands of hectares of 

chemicals. During a walk with Héctor in Luz Bella, he interrupted the interview asking if 

I smelled the pesticides, since they were spraying in the nearby property, which also 

delimits with several communities in Naranjito. The same night, his five-year old 

daughter threw up, and because she had felt good during the day, he blamed the pesticides 

and expressed that the natural barriers, which in that case were made of the forage species 

Camerún (Pennisetum Purpureum), were merely decorative.  

Ramos, the regional authority owning a middle farm with cattle and soybean fields, 

opined: “It is necessary to reforest, but only in marginal zones. Reforestation is a big deal 

of an investment to have it burned down later”. When asked about the burning reference, 

he blamed un-concerned citizens that would not take care about prevention. He also 

declared that reforestation would only be possible the day it was perceived as business. 

Cristian, the land-less labourer, expressed that reforestation was necessary, but had to be 

implemented strategically with eucalyptus, “because it would be nice to reforest even 

more, but everybody knows it will not happen in big extensions of 500 hectares”. 

Replying to the question of eucalyptus not being a native species, Cristian answered that 

“trees, whatever they are, are good; you can breathe better, the difference is noticeable”. 

Air quality was mentioned frequently, always with the argument that forest produce better 

air quality and that the difference was clearly noticeable. However, the opinions of 
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Cristian and Ramos matched with those of most farmers: the feasibility of reforestation 

on a private level was conditional to the acquisition of an economic benefit.  

 

4.1.2.2. Biodiversity and plagues 

Forest ecosystems in Eastern Paraguay provide with a biodiversity-nursery function. 

Liquete et al. (2016) argue that the nursery function can be considered an ecosystem 

service when is linked to concrete human benefits. Such is the case in rural San Pedro, 

where biodiversity is linked to provisioning and regulating contributions improving 

farmers’ quality of life, especially regarding plagues control. For traditional farmers, 

hunting has supposed a provisioning contribution complementing agriculture for their 

food security. In Luz Bella, Pablo explained that he hunts carpincho (Hydrochoerus 

hydrochaeris), the only remaining large mammal. He used to hunt other big animals like 

guazú (deer, Blastocerus dichotomus). As a non-indigenous farmer, Pablo did not use the 

same hunting techniques as Javier, a mbyá guaraní farmer. Pablo used a rifle and declared 

that hunting was a matter of subsistence for him. Nonetheless, a decorative hide from a 

tirica -the middle size feline Leopardus Guttulus- hanging at his house suggested that 

hunting may have been a recreational activity as well. During night few gunshots were 

fired near Pablo’s. When asked about it, he answered that someone may had been hunting, 

without recognizing but suggesting that it was him. Fishing in the nearby river 

Curuguaty’y was another supplying source for his family. Two Pablo’s sons showed how 

they fished pacú, a generic name for fishes of the scientific family Serrasalminae. The 

fishing technique was a fishing line with a wild berry as bait. Many fish species are 

contributory for the farmers’ diet. Unlike terrestrial hunting, fishing was appointed by 

numerous farmers as still feasible. They argued that rivers are very fluent due to the 

intense rains, and that fish species were generally not decreasing, although specific 

species like the big pacú were no longer present.   

While provisioning contributions like hunting, fishing, and the use of the forest represent 

an extirpation of biodiversity, smallholders perceive specific species as allies or enemies 

for their interests. According to Héctor, the birds anó (Crotophaga ani) and pirita (Guirá 

Guirá) are plague controllers and were defined as “campesino helpers”. Héctor explained 

that the birds were getting poisoned by the consumption of locusts, since locusts were 

resistant to pesticides. In this case, anó and pirita species were considered key species due 

to their function as plague regulators. According to Héctor, locusts are highly problematic 

for these species, especially with delayed yields of sesame. Plague-control bird species 

played an important role in the imaginary of the informants, they were predominantly 

mentioned and were described with detail: “the anó is black and has a wide beck” 

(Gabriel). According to Gabriel, the pirita and the anó can gather together in groups and 

even share their nests. The pirita eats worms (marandobá in Guaraní language), which 

was another usual plague mentioned by farmers.  Together with the chemical poisoning, 

deforestation was pointed out as the main threat for birds in general, including other 

species like parrot, yacú (Penelope superciliaris), ñandú (Rhea Americana), ñakurutú hu 

(owl, Strix huhula) and guyrá (Procnias nudicollis). 
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The general valuation made by small farmers about the depletion of biodiversity was 

negative (Figure 9). Two small farmers expressed that there were a lot of mammal species 

before. Among the species that are rarely or no longer seen, the tatú (armadillo, 

Priodontes maximus) and curuí were mentioned. The eirá (Eira Barbara) was defined as 

a black cat pertaining to the weasel family by Héctor. It preys on hens, and its presence 

is lower now although there are still some left. The aguará was defined as a type of fox, 

differentiated by the informants from the Aguará guasú (the manned wolf Chrysocyon 

brachyurus), only found in the Chaco region now. 

Figure 9: List of bird species witnessed by a small farmer in Luz Bella. The 

presence of bird species was considered important by the author, who argued 

that many of these species were becoming rare. 
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The traditional prey of the aguará is the inambú, an endogenous partridge of the genus 

Tinamus, but they eat hens now due to the depletion of the inambú species. Another type 

of aguará is the aguará pope (Procyon cancrivorous), or crab-eating racoon. “Popé” 

means “wide hand”, as this mammal is characterized by having human-like hands. Their 

presence has also diminished during the last years. While some of the animal species 

described by Héctor were considered endangered, species belonging to the aguará family 

were argued to be expanding, as traditional farms became animal refugia. Even with the 

implication of the aguará species preying on their domestic animals, the two farmers’ 

expressed dissent with the possibility of hunting aguará or other small predators. The 

proper preventive measure was, according to them, owning more domestic dogs.  

From a total of 25 interviewed farmers, 20 claimed to have experienced problems with 

plagues. Most of them denied the forest as the original cause for plagues, expressing that 

animals were pushed from soybean fields into their areas. Raúl opined: “There is big 

environmental problems affecting agriculture, biological control for instance. Tearing 

down the forest suppose losing control on plagues, which reproduce freely”. When asked 

about this issue, the most mentioned plague species were those supposing a direct hazard 

for the crops, like the isaú ant, locusts and worms. However, other species supposed a 

disturbance to the farmers’ well-being in their daily life. Among these, bug species 

provided discomfort and snakes supposed a lethal threat. On the communities Agüerito, 

Tavá Guaraní and 10 de Agosto, which are all in the same area, this case was specially 

noticed with the increase of snakes and polvorín (“powder”), a small fly that forms clouds 

and bites during daytime. Snakes, specially rattlesnakes, are more numerous than before, 

according to many inhabitants of Agüerito. The local teacher in Tava Guaraní had been 

bitten by a rattlesnake. In a near road to these villages, a woman was beating to death a 

snake. My informant helped her until everyone was sure that the snake had died. The 

confrontation of smallholders with species complements the extirpation of species caused 

by industrial farms.  

When asked about the possible disservices that would imply the expansion of forest areas, 

whether on the margins or integrating forest within plantations, there were discrepancies 

among farmers. Middle-scale farmers tended to correlate a bigger presence of plagues to 

the proximity of forest. In Tierra Prometida (Nueva Germania) Hauer, a middle-scale 

farmer dedicated to GMO corn, declared that “eucalyptus produce plagues, especially of 

the isaú ant, which is big enough to cut off mandioca leaves. If it is not controlled, it will 

ruin the plantations”. He was then asked if it was impossible to plant large extensions of 

forest for that reason, to what he answered that “there is a lot of people that grows up to 

2000 has of forest, which would be very beneficial for the air quality and so”. 

Subsequently, when asked about tree barriers being enough to reforest, Hauer argued that 

it was not possible due to the irresponsibility of bigger owners: “my neighbour has 6000 

hectares of soy and has left nothing as a barrier, would they have left, let’s say, 50 metres 

x 1000… but they left such a long land lot without anything”. Unlike middle-scale 

farmers, most small farmers declared that forest did not bring plagues. Miguel, a 72 years 

old traditional farmer resident of Luz Bella, explained that wild animals from the forest 

ate the plagues. Héctor explained that the kaguaré ant eater (Tamandúa tetradactyla) 
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controls the isaú ant. Gabriel, another elder traditional farmer, argued that forest did not 

necessarily produce more plagues, but it does now as many animals have found refugia 

in it. Gabriel explained that the commodities he integrated in his small farm (mandioca, 

corn, sesame, and a variety of native trees like lapacho) could resist plagues without 

chemicals, which was not possible for GMO commodities destined to commercialization. 

He explained that he could not afford pesticides but he did not need them, since he was 

focused on self-consumption.  

 

Wildfires as a large-scale deforestation method  

According to the informants, the frequency of plague disservices in the area surrounding 

Agüerito incremented since a wildfire in a neighbouring property in 2011. Eduardo, the 

local leader of Agüerito, explained that the owner was member of a powerful Brazilian 

family, who after acquiring a property of approximately 20.000 has invested money to 

get the permission to burn it down entirely (Figure 10). Eduardo argued that about 12.000 

hectares were burned at once. The owner hired neighbour farmers to do the task, and 

posteriorly spread pasture seeds from an airplane to start a large-estate livestock farm. 

According to Eduardo, the property had been of the interest of the inhabitants of Agüerito 

before. However, they were declared a potential forest hazard by the government, averting 

their possibilities of acquiring the property. According to Eduardo, and similar versions 

from inhabitants of Tava Guaraní, the magnitude of the fire caused a big smoke column 

and respiratory problems that lasted for weeks.  

 

Figure 10: The patch of forest represents an isle in the large-scale land lot, while dark marks are tree stumps.  

Eduardo also explained that the fire caused a wave of monkeys invading their farms. In 

10 de Agosto, which is also adjacent to the large real state, an informant mentioned higher 

temperatures after the fire, stronger wind and hailstorms. She also mentioned more bugs 
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and diseases among domestic animals. Finally, she expressed negative emotional 

feelings, since she acknowledged the environmental consequences and was concerned 

about the possibility of new soybean fields, which would suppose a large load of 

pesticides. About the changes on biodiversity, she mentioned a depletion of guyrá (“bell 

bird”, procnias nudicollis), the parrot gua’a (anodorhynchus hyacinthinus), toucan and 

surucu’a (bird of paradise).  

Simón, a small farmer in Tava Guaraní, reaffirmed that some villagers had respiratory 

problems after the wildfire. These hazards were perceived by many informants as 

permanent. Several wildfires have occured in the last 10 years. Simón explained that half 

of the forest of his property was burned down in a wildfire about two months previous to 

the interview, the fire lasted for weeks without any kind of professional intervention. Due 

to its big size, these wildfires have affected other neighbouring settlements like Yaguareté 

Forest and Curuguaty. Farmers defended that temperatures had increased substantially as 

a consequence. In Agüerito, Ángel explained:  

“Not a single tree was left after the wildfire, and here it comes the wind from the north, from his 

property. In January [summer], about 12-13 in the afternoon comes a very strong wind that 

literally burns on the skin, either you are sitting at the shade or riding your motorbike. 20.000 

deforested hectares, and not even a single tree barrier for protection”.  

In 2004, the government established the Law called “Zero Deforestation” which prohibits 

“to conduct activities of transformation of forest surfaces, to surfaces aimed at the 

agricultural exploitation in any of its forms, or to surfaces aimed for human settlements” 

(Law nº 2524, 2004). According to Huang et al. (2009), which have monitored Paraguay 

landscapes, such measure turned the ratio of deforestation positively, with an efficiency 

of the 85%. In San Pedro, 47.583 hectares were deforested between 1984 and 1991, but 

only 8.816 between 2004 and 2006, a trend followed in other departments in Paraguay 

(Fleytas, 2004). However, the government of president Cartes, in charge since 2013, has 

allowed Brazilian investors conduct large-scale deforestation in Paraguay, especially in 

the Chaco area (Nickson, 2013). Although the large-scale property by Agüerito had been 

completely deforested, the informants argued that a patch of forest was the argument to 

consider the property a natural reserve.  

 

4.1.2.3. Pollination 

Bee-keeping is one of the practices integrated within traditional farming, an activity that 

incentivised pollination. Segismundo, a former bee-keeper in Naranjito, had been 

exclusively dedicated to it, but he explained that it was no longer possible to make a living 

out of bee-keeping. He currently produces honey for self-consumption, but not for 

commercialization as he used to do. Segismundo argued that the main reason was that 

seven years ago deforestation has been severe with the expansion of monoculture. He was 

specialized in multi-floral honey, but also produced complementary products like pollen, 

propolis and wax. He had about 40 bee boxes, distributed in two different areas. The ideal 

number of boxes that a radium of 5 km could support in Eastern Paraguay was 25 boxes, 
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considering the surrounding landscape, mixed types of forest and traditional farms. He 

speculated that the supportive capacity for bees is higher in Western Paraguay, of 40 

boxes in a 5-km radium, as the Chaco -he argued- is more “untouched” and has wilder 

nature. He remarked that the vegetation nurturing his bees was not only wild forest, farms 

with diversified crops were also helpful, and he specially mentioned maize. He had a two-

hectare reserve of forest but assumed that bees were exceeding the area of his property to 

nurture/pollinize in all the farms around. At the peak of his productive years he could 

make 30kg per season with every box, working two seasons every year. Every kilo of 

honey was sold by 10.000 guaranies (1,50€).  

The first stage of the transformation of the surrounding landscapes was the intensive 

production of sunflowers, which was beneficial for his business. But a posterior 

replacement with soybeans were described as the cause impeding bees to reproduce. 

Consequently, he had made a transition into agriculture and domestic animal production 

five years ago. He had reduced his original 40 bee-boxes to 15 and then 3, only enough 

to produce honey in a self-consumption level. Segismundo made the following 

conclusion:  

“Bee-keepers are disappearing. And family-based farming is also disappearing, with the machines 

and everything… It was all a diversification of crops before, now the monoculture pursues only 

cash, people sell or rent their properties and go living in cities. I have soybeans attached to my 

property now, and the pesticide has an impressive smell all around, so basically bees live now in 

small, isolated colonies”.  

Segismundo was a licensed bee-keeper, which was supposed to bring him legal 

protection, forcing the neighbour properties taking measures to prevent these hazards. 

However, he argued that protective laws had never been applied. During the visit to 

another small farm in Luz Bella, the farmer also wanted to show his abandoned bee-box, 

providing similar arguments as Segismundo. In Tava Guaraní an informant argued that 

Paraguayan honey was a distinctive cultural trait, besides a provisioning contribution. 

Whenever foreigners made a visit, she wanted them to taste the local honey. She opined 

that it had a scent that was different to any other, since it included the flavour of all the 

distinctive herbs of the Paraguayan forest.  

 

4.1.3. Cultural NCP 

4.1.3.1. Cultural values 

Most small farmers were concerned about the expansion of industrial agriculture, since 

they predicted a change on their lifestyles, which were considered dependant on the 

traditional way of farming: “Youngsters are not interested on working as their parents 

did, their lifestyles are changing. Especially young couples are not attracted on working 

the land, this suppose a slow transition that also affects the way of eating” (Andrea). 

Among small farmers, there were a predominant perception that organic production was 

better than using chemicals. The understanding of traditional practices, breeds and 

language were understood as a package, and literally defined as “cultural values”:  
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“Many cultural values are lost in the modern chacra. Families kept their seeds before, women 

made the job of classifying and saving them. Losing cultural values has repercussions, many 

families do not produce enough food because they no longer have their own seeds, they have to 

buy them with their scarce economic resources” (Raúl).  

However, there was not a unique version of which cultural values were beneficial and 

should therefore be preserved. Organic agricultural techniques like direct seeding or green 

manure were not traditional, but only recently incorporated. Generally, cultural values 

that were perceived as worth to preserve were the strategical association of different crop 

species and traditional forest practices. Nevertheless, explanations on traditional cultural 

values fell into confrontative perceptions, either defined as completely effective or 

useless, although some farmers had mixed perceptions on the matter. Positive perceptions 

were hold by subjects who tended to approach the issue ideologically, mixed perceptions 

by small farmers with academic agricultural studies and negative perceptions came from 

farmers who incorporated or aimed to incorporate intensive farming. Mixed perceptions 

on traditional cultural values were the most frequent and fell in a grey area of 

contradictory interests, considering the equilibrium between what was “right” and what 

was economically beneficial. Positive adscriptions on traditional cultural values 

emphasized the ecological equilibrium of indigenous lifestyles and traditional farming. 

The activist Mala provided with such perspective:  

“The Paraguayan campesino has a culture that comes from our indigenous ancestors, such culture 

it’s just more evident among the indigenous. They are criticized for being nomadic. Traditionally 

they arrived somewhere in the forest, cleared the area but just a little, for the community. Then, 

they moved away, to allow the forest to recover. Since farmers cannot be wandering like this, 

they organize their ten hectares of land including a portion as forest. The farmer is not bothered 

by the forest, he likes green. Then is accused of laziness for using the old tools, a stick with a 

pointy end, and leaving forest, but it really is a matter preferences”. 

Negative perceptions on traditional farming emphasized the obsolescence of such 

techniques, situating it as a part of the past. In that sense, a small farmer that was 

exclusively dedicated to soybean production, and who was originally from Brazil, 

expressed that “the technology used nowadays in Paraguay is the same used by my 

grandfather, great-grandfather, or even my great-great-grandfather… more than one 

hundred years ago.” A middle owner partially dedicated to soybean yields expressed that 

traditional farmers were allies with nature. The statement was delivered when he was 

expressing his opinion about the necessity of increasing interventions from agricultural 

experts, technicians, scientists and engineers, and how traditional farmers need to 

consolidate such kind of knowledge.  

The correlation of farmers as allies of nature is controversial itself, it draws nature and 

society as two sides situating traditional farmers against productive, developed society. 

In this mindset, indigenous peoples would belong to an even more uttered irrational 

adscription than non-indigenous farmers. This mindset is 1) contradictory with the idea 

of small farmers being unsustainable, which is defended by the same individuals 

reproducing the mindset, 2) equally defended by those who, total or partially, advocate 

for traditional cultural values. These defenders tend to assume that traditional farming is 
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completely sustainable, disregarding practices like forest depletion or biodiversity 

extirpation, which are usually compared to the level of damage caused by intensive 

farming. As an example, Mala argued: “The soybean farmer has 500 hectares of 

completely naked land, forest is his nº1 enemy and they say it loud. But they point to the 

small farmer, saying that with 10 hectares has to preserve the forest and be rich”.  

 

4.1.3.2. Habits and health 

Héctor expressed his concern about the transformation of socializing habits, which would 

suppose a hazard to community-building and communitarian organization. He 

emphasized the habit of taking the tereré accompanied, a habit repeated at least two times 

per day. Andrea opined:  

“Taking the tereré is a way of meeting, sitting to dialogue, have a conversation. But now, there 

are TV and phones in every house, these tools make difficult to sit and talk together in family. 

And it is important to do so, to plan work, to speak about the familiar issues, and to build 

community with the neighbours”.  

The tereré stands as the most popular drink of Paraguay, it is composed of cold water, a 

base of yerba mate and yuyus. The consumption of tereré is also an important source of 

hydration in a daily basis, every manual worker and farmer carries the flask to drink and 

share it.  

Yuyus, and the knowledge about their properties, are considered cultural patrimony of 

Paraguay (Bertoni, 1907).  It is usual to find small stands aside of the roads, selling fresh 

yuyus to mix with the tereré. Generally, the knowledge on yuyus is richer within the older 

generations. When Raúl, who is 34 years old asked about his knowledge on the matter his 

answer was vague: “Normally we drink the tereré… we take it in the morning and is really 

healthy, we put kaharé, cedrón, and other yuyus. But my parents know much better so I 

can make you ask them”. Similar answers were made by other the farmers. Héctor 

explained that there was a rich knowledge on yuyus, and to give credibility to their healing 

properties he argued that there were (real) doctors who knew empirically about the yuyus’ 

properties, bringing as an example the native plant Stevia (named ka’a he’e in guarani). 

On the contrary, the eight-year old son of Héctor expressed that he was not used to walk 

through the chacra neither could relate to any of the yuyus: “I do not know the names, I 

do not go to the chacra so much, only sometimes with my mother to pick up some 

mandioca”.   

Miguel, a traditional farmer older than 70 years old, gave a short lecture on yuyus’s 

properties: “The caruré is anti-inflammatory, the verbena is antispasmodic and anti-

inflammatory, the menta’i is a sedative, and the rosa monotí works as a purging remedy”. 

According to Hugo’s father, Pará-paraí is good as an antibiotic, and menta’i (small mint), 

“cola de caballo” and cedrón are defined as wild plants that can help with high pressures. 

Salvia is said to prevent cancer, and the avocado is good for the kidney. Another flower, 

defined as “dietetic, astringent and cardiotonic” only grows on non-polluted 
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environments, its guarani name is “Ka’avotory” (hypericum connatum). Non-medical 

ecological knowledge was provided as well: Guayaibí, a native tree, is a plant that 

entangles. The termite kupi’i is an indicator that the soil is good, it can become a plague 

since eats wood but not alive trees. There is an ant-eater called kaguare that eats the 

termite. However, it is very dangerous and can badly hurt a person. All this information 

was delivered during a walk around Hugo’s familiar property, and when we arrive to a 

patch of their land that had been burned down they explained that to control it within 

delimited borders, it is necessary to have knowledge on the levels of humidity, the 

direction of wind and the level vegetable mass in the surrounding area. The area had been 

cleared to be turned into pasture land, and forage was intended to be sown soon. During 

the walk Hugo was explaining as much as he knew about every species on the property:  

“The best wood to use as building material is from the ‘urunde’y tree’ (astronium fraxinifolium), 

because it is the hardest and can last up to 100 years buried underground. Another tree, called 

guapo’i has white sage which is very curative for little bounds. The herb guambé pi, can be used 

as a plague control, it is toxic to the point that one person can get intoxicated by touching it.  The 

amba’y (cecropia adenopus), is a fruit that can make a good syrup, anti-flu and expectorant, when 

grinded. The agrial (begonia cucullate) is used in our refreshing drink tereré and other drinks. Is 

also good for teeth pain. The yvirá’ro protects from the sun rays, putting the leaves under the hat. 

Ysipó means ‘lianas’, which are good to tie up things. The guabirá has a bark that is good for 

wounds. Besides, its leaves can be put under the armpit to prevent smells, two or three times per 

day. The timbó tree rots the fastest, so is good to make coffins (and posteriorly his father would 

expand its applications to canoe-building). Under the curupí’i lives the Pombero, and its white 

sage is good for wounds.”  

The Pombero was defined by Héctor as ‘the king of the forest’ -ka’aguy jarví- who attacks 

those taking too many resources from the forest. He explained that he and his cousin used 

to trap lots of animals as they were children. One day they heard a big noise and witnessed 

a moving tree. As they ran home their grandfather told them that it was the Pombero. 

When speaking about birds, an informant joked about another bird called Yasy Yateré, 

which is a Guaraní mythological being. The Yasy Yateré is supposed to whistle imitating 

bird, to lure and kidnap children. The transmission of the Pombero tale through 

generations established a regulating contribution on the use of natural resources, while 

the link of the Yasí Yateré to a local species of birds suggests that the worldview of 

traditional farmers is shaped by elements of the forest ecosystem, which with the 

inclusion of human subjects can be arguably considered a socio-ecological system. 

 

4.1.3.3. Identity and sense of place 

Many small farmers expressed emotional feelings about the lifestyles involving 

traditional farming. Vanessa expressed:  

“The chacra is my roots, I was born and grew up in the chacra. I am a campesina, as my parents 

and brothers were. It is part of my culture, and I just incorporated it. There are people saying that 

familiar agriculture is a thing of the past, I do not know about it but for us is our present. Because 

if we are poor we have to cultivate the chacra”.  
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The self- identification of small farmers as poor was also very usual. The granddaughter 

of Gabriel was going to finish high school and wanted to study law or psychology. She 

explained that the family was not supporting her decision. Her father was a priest and did 

not like the idea of her daughter studying. Her grandmother argued that studying law was 

cost 30.000.000 of guaranies (4500€), which was not affordable at all. But what the girl 

suggested it was the most important reason was that “those who study law are not poor. 

If I would study, it would be as if I deny my own family, as if I would be against the 

poor”. She clearly did not want to work as a traditional farmer but did not have a clear 

idea about other alternatives. An interview to Héctor’s grandfather, Alberto, a retired 

farmer who is more than eighty years old, was dominated by an identity discourse with 

nostalgic emotions. Alberto expressed repeatedly that nature had ended. He enumerated 

a list of disasters that, according to his point of view, proved the final of what could be 

the traditional farmers’ lifestyle: 

“There were guabirá in the forest before, and fruits, but those don’t grow anymore. That’s why I 

tell you that nature ended, few things grow now. Nature is something that gives life to humans. 

We worked the chacra a lot before, it is our culture and our food. We receive from it, and it 

receives from us as well. Plants, for instance, the maize, all the plants you have in the chacra are 

receiving from us. We give a force, a life as well, when we work the chacra. We could see the 

stars and the moon better than now, and every star has a name.”  

When asked about the reasons that made the situation change he argued that it was the 

smoke and cars’ pollution that remained. He also argued that there were almost no 

illnesses before and people lived up to 100 years, while modern illnesses were caused by 

bad food and chemicals. He defended his opinion saying that “the experts”, doctors and 

psychologists provided with similar opinions. His discourse was emotional, but he was 

informed and built his answers in rational terms. On the one side, Alberto expressed a 

sense of belonging to traditional farming and an idealistic perspective of the past, but he 

was updated of the socio-ecological situation of Paraguay and supported his narrative 

with facts. When asked about how it was possible that everything was so good before, he 

explained: 

“People made remedies, every plant we found was a remedy. Food was healthy, unlike now. Now 

seeds have changed, and the soil is poisoned because all this chemical spraying to eradicate the 

bugs. There were no plagues before, just a little that were really easy to handle, because people 

prayed. We prayed in the chacra, and if there was worms or other pests they just went away. 

Praying. And so, nature has ended”. 

Alberto expressed a spiritual connection with the chacra and nature in general, 

understanding the management of crops as a reciprocal interaction with nature; he 

considered farming a way of building nature. His narrative explained how lifestyles had 

changed, but to express the end of the world as he understands it he mentioned nature. 

His spiritual perspective suggests that to him this world was not only material.  
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4.1.3.4. Local breeds 

Corn can be both a commodity for commercialization or a self-sufficiency, depending on 

the varieties of the seeds and the methods it is cultivated with. According to Paco, the 

avatí pytá is the one used to export and to fatten animals. The seed is bought to the 

Mennonites, who are considered the most advanced community regarding agriculture, 

holders of the modern techniques. Near San Pedro Poty, the Silo 55 provides for this kind 

of seeds. Avatí Pyta corn include different types of GMO breeds and requires innovative 

methods like chemical fertilizers and pesticides. On the other hand, the variety avatí chipá 

is only for national production or self- consumption and requires traditional tools like the 

hoe. Finally, the variety avatí tupí monotí is used to make “locro” (sweet corn). The 

selection and transmission of local breeds was identified but many farmers as part of their 

cultural identity. While GMO corn can produce 4800 to 5000 kg per hectarea, the variety 

avá morotí (white non-GMO corn) produces from 1800 to 2500 kg. 

 

4.2. Farmers’ lifestyle transitions  

4.2.1. Transitions into Market Value Chains  

According to the official web site, the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock of Paraguay 

has the mission of “promoting agro-pastoral and forest production, the strengthening of 

familiar agriculture, food security, reduction of rural poverty, offering quality services 

with an inclusive and territorial focus, respecting sociocultural characteristics of gender 

and generation, in harmony with the environment”. The Project for the Inclusion of 

Family Agriculture in Value Chains (PPI) aims “to increment the actives, economic 

inputs and quality of life of the rural poor”. The project relies in farmer associations to 

collaborate with the private sector to enhance their participation in the productive chain, 

and the markets. The project is designed to be implemented in Eastern Paraguay, 

including the department of San Pedro. In addition, the Project for the Modernization and 

Mechanization of the Familiar Agriculture works for similar goals, adding “an integral 

development within their rural communities, bringing actions and specific programmes 

to contribute to the strengthening of the rural sector in the country”. The first project aims 

to benefit 14.500 families, and the second 30.226.  

From a stakeholder point of view, the projects were defined as “selling ecological packs”. 

According to several farmers, these packs provided with tractor ploughing and 

mechanized sowing. César offered his opinion about the programme; although not being 

a farmer, he had a position of agricultural expert who was updated with everything 

involving the matter, including innovations and national policies on the matter. He was 

supportive with developing traditional agriculture, but sceptical with most of the 

innovative technologies. The introduction of familiar agriculture into market chains was 

perceived by most of the farmers as a delicate issue. Practically most of the small farmers 

mentioned the price volatility of traditional crops like mandioca and beans as an 

impediment for their economic prosperity. In addition, such price volatility was 

considered an effect of governmental policies. While small farmers generally worked 
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with the main objective of optimizing the economic input, they were sceptical with the 

idea that focusing on commercialization would suppose an automatic improvement of 

their lifestyles, since they should face bigger investments and dedication. The 

implementation of development policies faces an irregular acceptance among small 

farmers in the Eastern Paraguay region. Together with César and Ramos, who besides a 

wealthy farmer is the Secretary of Agriculture and Livestock of San Pedro, I assisted a 

reunion for small farmer cooperatives with the agenda of a governmental project 

implementation with the collaboration of US AID. The reunion was hold by La Norteña, 

an important cooperative of milk producers. Livestock owners from different areas of San 

Pedro were introduced to the benefits of incorporating mechanized methods, and to the 

possibility of directly dealing with institutions on different governmental levels; 

governorates, municipalities, ministries and secretaries. Another offer was becoming the 

main suppliers of lunch services for schools in San Pedro.  

The reactions from the assistants were generally negative. A man argued that the law of 

public procurement was too bureaucratic for his understanding. Other allegations were 

that the State is very late with the payments which was unfeasible for the families, 

criticizing about the lack of sanctions and direct accusations of lying about the benefits 

of mechanization, especially regarding chemicals, which were defined as “a matter of 

health, not ideology”. A specific accusation was based on the fact that deep-ploughing 

with tractors make indispensable the use of fertilizers, unlike superficially ploughing. 

After the criticism, the host of the conference argued that the programme had worked 

well with other cooperatives, since it was a public policy for the benefit of all. To 

participate, the power point presented a “simplified process”, in which minimum 

experience was not required, and the guarantee of supplying by the providing farmer had 

to be presented as a sworn statement. The objectives included the opportunity of market 

for small producers, contributing to the economic development and eradicate extreme 

poverty. After the session, the governmental representatives, heads of the cooperatives, 

my informants and me reached a neighbour house where the lady had prepared lunch. 

Subsequently, a short expedition in the community -Choré- with the official cars visited 

some households that had been granted technological aid. A lady who had been rented a 

milk tank made a grateful discourse for the resource but remarked that the milk tank could 

not be powered on because the household had not enough electric current to support it 

and asked for the possibility having electric power as complementary aid.  

 

4.2.1.1. In Agüerito  

A relevant number of farmers are gradually transitioning towards modern agricultural 

techniques, integrating soybean or other cash crops like GMO corn. While most farmers 

take individual decisions about these entrepreneurial steps, settlements like Agüerito and 

Tava Guaraní follow a communitarian organization that considers lifestyles 

transformations in a community level. Agüerito is considered an example of success 

among campesino settlements; the interviewed inhabitants considered a privilege living 

there. The community was originally formed by landless activists from Concepción in the 
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early 1990s. After a political conflict and several actions -occupations, marches and 

camping in front of the Government headquartes in Asunción- they were granted 3000 

hectares in San Pedro, as explained by Eduardo, the leader of Agüerito. Currently, the 

community is distinguished by an equalitarian distribution of private properties. Although 

the original settlers, who are the current political leaders of Agüerito, have socialist 

principles, they followed a pragmatic agenda regarding necessities-investments, to 

improve the lifestyles of the forty families that started the settlement. Eduardo, credits a 

rational planification for what he considers a big success. The territorial organization 

differs from other settlements with similar origins, like Tavá Guaraní or 10 de Agosto, 

which are in the same area. Agüerito follows an urban planning defined as a ‘fish-bone’. 

The urban area is near to the National Route nº3, and is separated from the chacras, which 

are situated in another area (Figure 10). The fish-bone structure was thought to improve 

socialisation and organization among neighbours:  

“We planned an associative model, more collectivist than what’s normal in other farming 

colonies. First, installing a central urban area, which facilitates the meetings and assemblies a lot. 

Secondly, all the public services are near, the water deposit, the health centre, and the school, so 

you don’t need to walk 10km for water. For 12 years we followed a model based only on self-

consumption, since we did not have a road and had to walk 90km to reach the nearest route. In 

1995, thanks to the new route, we prospered with our project of agricultural production” (Eulalio 

López).  

All households have the same extension of two hectares. The chacras are situated in 

another area, far from the residential area. Besides the households and the private lots, 

the central Organization manages fifty hectares of communal land. There is a qualitative 

difference between the individual “chacras”, which are diversified into the different set 

of activities within the traditional familiar agriculture, and the communal land, which 

follows a model of intensive agriculture. Aguírrez, a local inhabitant licensed as 

agricultural engineer, is part of the committee in charge of managing the communal land.  

He explains:  

“We are changing the productive system, we had rudimentary technology before, the machete and 

the hoe. There are economic expenses that we did not have, but we must produce quantity as well 

as quality, that’s why we support mechanization. We use chemicals, but the goal is to make 

everything organic: pesticides and fertilizers. We should rely on familiar agriculture when it 

comes to our own consumption”.  

When asked if the traditional knowledge was valid, Aguirrez answered “yes, but it 

requires a lot of work”. A young farmer in charge of his newly granted land lot explained 

that with manual methods, two people take about 10 or 12 days to till an hectare, while a 

tractor can till 50 hectares in a single day. On the contrary, implementation of modern 

technologies requires a bigger economic investment.  Chemicals were used in the 

communitarian land but not in the individual chacras. The engineer Aguirrez argued that 

it was expensive for individual farmers, reason why the chacras still used more 

conventional methods. However, some farmers of the community with a few hectares of 

land were starting to use chemicals in a lower measure. Some were expanding their 

properties through familiar links. If there were four adults in the family, with the right of 
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ten hectares each, they joined the properties to have a surface big enough to implement 

higher yield, a method that was common among other cases like Hauer in Tierra 

Prometida. Mechanization was possible in the communal land because of the dimension 

but was not feasible with small parcels. The correlation size-cost was the main argument 

put forward by farmers contrary to soybean: “Intensive agriculture does not work for the 

small producer. The idea is to have a big surface, because volume matters. If you produce 

10.000 kg, then you can negotiate the kilos to your advantage, otherwise it isn’t worth it”.  

In Agüerito, the productive cycle of the communal land provides with economic benefits, 

which are destined to communitarian expenses. It was not clear which was the next 

investment to do with the benefit of the current harvest. Some ideas were expanding the 

area of communal land 22 more hectares, starting a professional production of milk and 

cheese, or the on-going project on collective vegetable gardens. During my stay, a 

hundred vegetable gardens were being built, on the yards of the houses, with a dimension 

of 25x16m each. Vegetable production is difficult due to the high temperatures, reason 

why they were implementing a system called “half shadow”, as well as improvements on 

irrigation, to increase the production from one to two season per year.  

 

Figure 11: Participatory map of Agüerito. 1: Urban area. 1b: Future urban area. 2: Chacras (10 has). 3: 

Communitarian land. 4: River. 5: Neighbouring large-scale property (21.000 has). Dark areas represent tree cover. 

The communitarian land was producing corn, with seeds provided from a governmental 

programme with the collaboration of the United Nations. The programme consists on 

modernizing familiar agriculture, providing with the seeds and land preparation. Then, 

the producer has to take care of everything else, including commercialization. I asked if 

these programmes always bring transgenic seeds, to what engineer Aguírrez answered 

that it depends of the choice. They were using transgenic because they cannot allow to 
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use manual methods in a big extension: “Conventional seeds have to be worked manually, 

they do not support chemicals. If you hire 100 day workers, what this extension needs, it 

would cost about 80.000 gs. per day, is too much”. They rent the machinery from a 

Mennonite community, Manitoba, including the operators who can use it. Finally, the 

Mennonites charge a percentage per hectare for the labour. They also buy chemicals from 

the Mennonites. Pidestroy and Lodedrom, are some of the brands used, although Aguírrez 

explained that there were a lot of brands of pesticides, fungicides and herbicides. He also 

explained that farmer’s need more preparation on the implementation of the products, but 

the seller do not provide with the information. He argued that the abusive use, and 

consequent environmental hazards, were part of this misinformation.  

 

4.2.1.2. In Tava Guaraní  

Tava Guaraní is the neighbour settlement of Agüerito. The context of its creation is also 

of activism and land concession, but the settlers of Tava Guaraní stood against private 

property within stricter socialist principles. Many of the original settlers created the 

People’s Socialist Convergence Party, which currently holds a seat in the Paraguay senate 

within the leftist coalition Frente Guazú.  Although farmers in Tava Guaraní manage land 

lots of ten hectares they were not entitled land, just until recently. The total land surface 

that was granted to create Tava Guaraní was of 40 square km. From the total surface of 

land, a fraction was destined to familiar agriculture, managed by families. Yet, a big 

extension of land remained unproductive. The National Institute for the Rural and Land 

Development (INDERT by the Spanish acronym), the public institution owning the land, 

warned the inhabitants of Tava Guaraní that a big part of their land could be taken away 

in case of not being worked. The situation has created a local political conflict, since the 

traditional ruling organization Association of Producers Dr.Francia supports the 

privatization of land following the model of Agüerito. However, a sector of Tava Guaraní 

dissents, and has created the new Association of Agro-Pastoralist Producers (APAIGA), 

which opposes the new structure defending a more active resistance against the INDERT. 

The argument presented by APAIGA advocators is that privatizing land will suppose that 

many inhabitants, and specially the youngsters, will sell the land. The consequence would 

be external agents, especially big soybean farmers, acquiring part of Tava Guaraní:  

“Our concern is that this social territory, that was part of the community, will become individual 

properties, and every owner will be able to do what he pleases. There will be more deforestation 

for sure. We are trying to raise awareness about it, but it goes against the interests of the 

government, which call us lazy if we have forest” (Mala).   

The argument presented by the advocates of the reform is a pragmatic maintenance of 

land. Tava Guaraní has not become an official provider of primary commodities like 

mandioca like Agüerito, although being in the other side of the same National Route. The 

general perspective from Agüerito settlers is that they are more advanced than their 

neighbouring community. When asked about the rivalry, an informant in Tava Guaraní 

explained: “Agüerito neighbours always ask us if we move money here, because they do 

and we don’t. Their houses are also better… But their graveyard is full, and we have had 
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only fifteen casualties in twenty years. Also, there is more solidarity among us” (Simón). 

When we were walking the 8km distance to his chacra with this farmer, a car driven by 

an Agüerito inhabitant stopped next to us, offering two sandwiches and a ride. I took the 

sandwiches but my informant denied the ride, arguing that we did not need this kind of 

help. This informant had arrived to Tava Guaraní at age 42, about 20 years ago. He 

defended the land reform but was against selling the land:  

“We need to organize. You won’t sell anything by yourself. If you put together ten land lots to 

produce 15.000kg of whatever, then you’ll have a good prize on it. If you bring only 1000kg of 

corn to the market, they will take advantage” (Simón). 

As in Agüerito, forming cooperatives was defended by this farmer as the best idea. 

However, when asked if that would be enough to implement an effective soybean yield 

the answer was still negative. The final reason for Simón for not selling land was the 

unfair prize big owners offer to un-informed farmers: “They come after your land and 

offer what it would seem a lot of money for us. What will we do with these money, 

though? Ending on the streets of Asunción, that is what will happen”. Other informants 

presented similar stories, of disastrous consequences of people that had been blinded by 

money therefore founding misfortune. Another example was of a young man who had 

sold his land lot, after what he spend the money on alcohol and a fast motorbike, until he 

crashed and died. Behind the very tragic stories, the content of the stories was that what 

could seems a large amount of money would not improve the quality of life, as they 

(farmers) ignored how to live another lifestyle. The “false-wealth argument” became 

recurrent during many interviews: “A man in my community was the best on producing 

everything he needed, vegetables, chicken, mandioca. He would seem to have no money, 

but what he had to invest was less than others supplying in the store” (Héctor). Or: “You 

need a little piece of land, so you get enough food without depending on the store” 

(Andrea). 

 

4.2.1.3. In San Pedro Poty (2017-11-24) 

The visit to San Pedro Poty lasted for a day, where I could visit several small farms that 

had recently started to grow soybeans. The visit was relevant as supposed a contrast to 

the other communities, since most farmers were in favour of implementing modern 

farming. The following results have been directly extracted from the diary: 

Today I’ve been dropped by the engineer Ramos and César in San Pedro Poty, at the 

house of a small farmer, Siriaco, who has been assigned by them to guide and introduce 

me to smallholders. We have visited six households and many of them grow soybean 

yields. Besides San Pedro Poty (3200 hectares, with 900 of soybeans) we have also visited 

the nearby colony Asentamiento 12 de Junio (700 hectares). San Pedro has 2000 

inhabitants and Asentamiento 12 de Junio 200 inhabitants. We have driven around with 

his motorbike. After all morning it has only spent 1/2l of fuel because the engine is rigged. 

We talk with soybean producers who work land from the INDERT, they are waiting for 

their titles, but the land was transferred twenty-two years ago. Many of these farmers rent 
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machinery and chemicals to the Mennonites from the nearby community Manitoba, in the 

district of Tacuatí. Siriaco define them as large land owners. Siriaco argues that renting 

a tractor to plough the land costs 15000 gs. (2.240€), but it still doubles the benefits.  

Many of the small soybean producers have been in this community for a short time, and 

even less time growing soybeans. Not all of them can afford this investment, although the 

general perception is that it brings economic prosperity, and that the chemicals are not 

dangerous. However, some of them are indebted. Generally, farmers here have stated that 

there are no plagues, and I wonder if it is because they are surrounded by soybean fields 

and pesticides. Most of them have almost no forest in their properties, and the perceptions 

on forest are strictly monetary; they would plant eucalyptus or Paraíso, which brings an 

economic input. The only forest service mentioned is wood and shade for the livestock. 

There are only a few natural barriers and, when they are present, they are made of forage, 

specially camerún. The engineer Ramos is a local authority here, he has about 1000 head 

of cattle in his ranch. According to Paco, his ranch Las Margaritas II, and another big 

property called Pindoty “are the ones helping the people more in here; Ramos brings us 

a bull, he lends it for two years to us, for breeding, they help a lot”. Paco works for the 

Partido Colorado, which is the party on power and the one Ramos represents. In an 

informal conversation with Paco, he explains his point of view about development:  

“In Paraguay it is impossible to be hungry if you just own five hectares. If you earn well but you 

waste the money, there is nothing the government or the Pope of Rome can do to help. People 

waste too much and work too little. Most women just watch television, thinking on getting a 

motorbike, but not caring of the pigs and the chickens. Men spend it drinking beer and gambling. 

There used to be big (economic) inputs and little outputs, but after new entertainments, like the 

internet, things have just been reversed.”  

 

4.2.2. Transitions on knowledge systems 

According to Pascual et. al. (2007: 15), a knowledge system is “a body of propositions 

that are adhered to, whether formally or informally, and are routinely used to claim truth”. 

A “truth” repeatedly expressed through the interviews is that traditional agriculture is 

unsustainable, due to the lack of knowledge of the farmers. When I asked Raúl, who is a 

graduated farmer on Environmental Sciences, about transgenerational agricultural 

knowledge, he automatically made a negative correlation between traditional techniques 

and ecological impact: “Yes, there is this kind of knowledge, for instance the bad 

practices, ploughing and slash and burn”.  The idea of environmental protection becomes 

one of the pillars of “truth” in rural Paraguay, the other is the idea of incrementing 

productivity to reach economic growth. These two objectives are accepted by individuals 

of different collectives. I interviewed, “campesinos”, middle landowners, agronomists 

and activists. César argued that “familiar agriculture has to integrate a part of the past, 

controlling the means of production, which means land, water, seeds, diversity. But in 

small-scale agriculture, technology is not necessary”. Familiar agriculture has historically 

developed as a productive system directed at self-sufficiency (Kleinpenning, 2003). 

However, this level of productivity is not considered optimal to reach the demand that 
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modern markets require, so some alternatives to reconcile the traditional means with 

sustainability are emerging as a solution. “Green technologies” like green manure, crop 

rotations and direct seeding were often mentioned as a possibility to reconcile the 

protection of traditional farming with more productivity. Green technologies were 

mentioned both by uneducated farmers and informants with high education on 

environmental or agricultural studies, like the engineer Aguírrez or the engineer Ramos. 

Aguírrez is in charge of providing expertise in his hometown, Agüerito, which combines 

with another office job in Santa Rosa. Although farming is not his main occupation, his 

studies qualify him to advise Agüerito’s communitarian chacra. 

The communitarian chacra follows an intensive agricultural method, with NGO corn 

seeds and mechanized tractors, which are rented, together with the operators, to a 

Mennonite community. The choice of growing corn instead of soy was based on a rational 

decision:  The cost of growing soybeans is higher than corn, as it requires spraying two 

to three times per season with insecticide, fungicide and herbicides. According to 

Aguirrez, in the future they want to compete with bigger landowners who use chemicals, 

using only direct seeding as a substitute of chemicals. Besides, this method was meant to 

fix land erosion, according to the engineer. Unlike the communitarian chacra, 

individual/familiar land lots in Agüerito are managed through traditional farming: 

“Conventional is cleaned by hand, only natural seeds, machete and hoe”, Aguírrez 

explains. The transition of these lots into mechanized agriculture was defended by the 

engineer as a right of the campesinos, to be able to compete in the markets. According to 

him, such right had to be implemented through a progressive transition from “the small”, 

complementing the “knowledge from before, basic knowledge from the parents and 

grandparents” with an inclusive educational plan that would consider the poor. On this 

sense, the government is pointed at as responsible for not being able to implement such 

plan, which together with more technological resources, would be enough to make small 

farmers able to compete with big landowners on productive terms. This was reinforced 

by other agronomists like Raúl and Ángel.  

Engineer Agüírrez argued that for indigenous people, adaptation to mechanized 

agriculture is more complicated: “The issue is the root of the problem, is their culture, 

which is more closed, more backwards, our ancestors are shy, they struggle to think. The 

Indian makes nothing, there is their [public aid] office there in Asunción, but he is 

sleeping, doesn’t work”. This negative perception towards indigenous people and culture 

was not shared, however, by Mala, an activist from the neighbour community Tava 

Guaraní. She claimed that the Paraguayan campesino has an inherited culture from 

Guaraní ancestors, that were characterized by sustainable techniques based on nomadism 

and diversification. Mala contradicts Agüirrez also in the accusations of laziness: “leaving 

forests is not a symptom of laziness but the opposite, having forests and producing only 

the necessary means that there will be wild animals, resources the campesino can use, like 

honey from wild bees”. There is, underlying her argument, a correlation between laziness 

and the existence of forest, which follows a general correlation between clean (cleared of 

vegetation) and unclean. 
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5. Discussion 

5.1. Pluralistic valuation 

The Upper Paraná Atlantic Forest, traditional farming and farmers/subjects correspond to 

the three foci of value presented by the IPBES approach: nature (intrinsic, non-

anthropogenic value), nature’s contributions to people and good quality of life 

(instrumental and relational anthropogenic values). In other words, the condition of the 

ecosystem’s health will affect the contributions that smallholders may obtain. A 

disturbance on the ecosystem’s health may have consequences on the farmer’s wellbeing. 

On the other side, quality of life conditionate their anthropogenic use of ecosystem 

services, which has an impact on the final condition of nature. In modern farming, 

extensive livestock and soybean production represent the “nature’s contributions” focus 

of value (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13: Integration of farming within the tree foci of value. Farming can be understood as the display of NCP, or 

human-nature interactions with a final effect on ecosystems and farmers’ quality of life.  

Like the traditional ones, innovative farmers correspond to the focus of value “quality of 

life”. However, what constitutes a good quality of life is conceived differently among the 

two groups of farmers; besides provisioning needs, traditional farmers tend to regard 

cultural and regulating values to a bigger extent than innovative farmers. Innovative 

farmers’ needs for their quality of life have a monetary basis in more cases than traditional 

farmers.  

Traditional farmers tend to perceive forest as positive, as they benefit from it as an 

ecosystem. They consider cultural and regulating NCP although emphasizing 

provisioning NCP. They have less intermediary steps between the display of NCP and the 

obtention of a benefit, e.g. yuyus, knowledge or food security. Their anthropogenic 

environmental impact is mainly deforestation and biodiversity extirpation, and its limited 

to the capacity of manual labour. Modern farmers may as well consider forest positively, 

but unfeasible regarding development and self-wellbeing. They only consider 

provisioning NCP, which drives to valuing specific biophysical functions (i.e. soil 

fertility) instead of the ecosystem as a whole. The process of obtaining a benefit from 

NCP is subdued to the intermediary stage of obtaining an economic revenue, needed to 

improve their quality of life, e.g. with a health system, education or food security. Their 

anthropogenic impact expands to more severe deforestation/biodiversity loss, soil erosion 

and chemical pollution. A growing tendency of accepting the approach of modern farming 

as “normal” implies that farmer’s adscriptions of value on NCP are conditional to 

economic values and social status.  
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5.1.1. Farmers’ adscriptions of value 

Generally, the two groups of farmers meant “forest” when they referred to “nature”. 

However, the term “forest” was used vaguely, including different landscapes like primary 

forest, secondary forest recovered from previous deforestation, and uniform plantations 

of eucalyptus and Paraíso tree. Eucalyptus plantations formed a pattern of genetically 

cloned tree rows with little vegetation in between. This type of forest hosted different 

ecosystem processes from the rainforest-like morphology of the Paraguayan forest. The 

set of services derived from secondary/tertiary forest is more diverse than these derived 

from “cash” forests.  

Beside economic revenues, tree plantations were considered reforestation projects and 

therefore perceived as environmentally beneficial, while the preservation of 

secondary/tertiary forests was only partially perceived that way, which suggests that 

economic value prevails and influences farmers’ perceptions about other types of value. 

This is consistent with the notion that “benefits mediated through markets with middle-

men are almost certain to be thought of -and valued- in largely instrumental terms” (Chan 

et al., 2012: 11). Among small farmers, the use of provisioning services was always 

mentioned before non-anthropogenic values, e.g. biodiversity conservation or other 

benefits like climate amelioration, although these were also considered important. For 

example, the area of secondary/tertiary tree cover in small farms was conditional to 

higher-priority activities like agricultural and livestock production. However, an 

assessment of the Total Economic Value (TEV) would exclude social and ecological 

values (Christie et al., 2012). Considering non-monetary values as relevant for the quality 

of life defies, however, the neoclassical assumption that economic values exclusively 

represent well-being. 

Climate unpredictability is changing farmers’ opinions about the overall value of the 

forest, since extreme weather has direct consequences in their well-being. Climate 

changes were always perceived as negative by the informants, regardless the size of the 

farms or agricultural methods used. Many traditional farmers mentioned that it was 

becoming harder to achieve several seasons of vegetables, high temperatures during 

summer and strong precipitations were rated as their most serious problems together with 

chemical poisoning, lack of governmental support and lack of technical knowledge. 

Unlike other contexts where small farmers have perceived climate change as cause of 

supernatural forces (Nyanga et al., 2011), deforestation was perceived as the primary 

cause of climate change in Paraguay. Therefore, climate unpredictability has contributed 

to rate forest’ regulating contributions with higher values, especially among traditional 

farmers 

Only 3 small farmers out of 33 considered conserving forest unfeasible, which is 

consistent with the hypothesis that farms’ size conditionate the perceptions on forest due 

to the grade of dependency on forest services (Pavetti and Saito, 2012). These farmers 

had recently transitioned to mechanized soybean yields, which suggests that a 

traditional/modern categorization of farms instead of small/medium/large may contribute 
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with different insights about the anthropogenic impact of Paraguayan farmers. For 

example, the incorporation of modern farming in Paraguay is also present in some 

smallholders in San Pedro Poty.  

Most of the farmers argued that the reason why they had patches of forest was due to 

provisioning contributions, which had an instrumental type value. A frequent example of 

forest service was wood utilization in a family level, which was considered important for 

their wellbeing regarding energetic demand, habitat creation and fence-building (Figure 

13).  

 

Figure 13: Oven fuelled with wood in a traditional farm (Naranjito). This type of oven was used in every farm visited. 

By the oven, chicken eggs are being incubated, an indirect forest contribution. 

Ultimately, social/economic status would compromise the adscriptions of value. The case 

of wood dependency revealed a mismatch between the true value of specific services and 

the adscriptions of value by farmers; their use of language expressed that wood was 

“only” for their familiar consumption, not commercialization. There was a clear 

distinction of status between wooden and brick houses. All the households visited during 

the field work were built out of planks, with semi-open windows that would acclimatize 

in the warm weather. Thanks to a governmental programme, brick houses had been built 

in communities like Coné Poty (part of Naranjito), 10 de Agosto and Agüerito. Many 

farmers apologized for their “precarious” houses, while brick houses were considered a 

symptom of wealth. However, most informants with brick houses continued living in the 

wooden houses, using the new ones only occasionally or as a warehouse. Generally, they 

argued that wooden houses were more ventilated, fresher, and the roof more silent during 

intense rains. An informant argued that although he preferred the brick house they lived 

in the old one to please his wife, since “she could not get used to it”. Javier, an informant 

from the indigenous community Coné Poty (in Naranjito) offered a different point of view 

on that issue:  
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“My father owned three houses made out of hay and wood. He wanted to live in nature, he liked 

the smell of hay when weather changed, the wind between the planks, the small noises, he liked 

to feel all of this”.  

Hence, forest services such as habitat construction may imply a juncture of instrumental 

and cultural values, which is consistent with the notions of interconnected values 

defended by Pascual et. al. (2017) and reveals aspects of the quality of life such as their 

experiential interactions with nature. To José, the integration of his father within “nature” 

was explicit in his explanation.  

Traditional farmers did not have a consensual version on whether they were part of nature 

or not. The most predominant opinion was that agriculture was an activity countervailing 

the forest. The opinion was very explicit on the clean/unclean terminology, as well as on 

narrations of elder settlers about their fight with nature. Douglas (1966) argued that 

clean/unclean and sacred/profane categories where normative concepts hiding specific 

values. The omission of the indigenous groups as “people” on the elders’ stories about 

colonizing territories suggests that they perceived the indigenous as nature-like, a 

perception that was extended among other farmers and is mentioned in the 

anthropological analysis of Hetherington (2013). However, in the current context elder 

farmers in Luz Bella established a new contrast between themselves and the mechanized-

Brazilian-chemical-soybean farms (all in one). Such new contrast has displaced the 

perceptions on nature, since sympathizers of traditional farming emphasized the aspects 

that were more integrative with the forest. An example was yerba mate, which was 

presented as an example of symbiotic farming. This suggests that the farmers’ self-

identification as part of nature is complicated and takes place in relation to other social 

groups. In contrast with soybean farmers, traditional farmers expressed a more positive 

perception of the forest and sense of belonging, while the contrast with the indigenous 

peoples took distance with lifestyles dominated by backwardness and forestry.  

 

5.1.2. The power relations behind adscriptions of value  

The emphasis on economic values over other types of value has a social explanation. 

Farming settlements created in San Pedro in the 20th century faced a situation which, 

combined with a lack of governmental intervention, motivated the idea that “there is no 

government in rural Paraguay” expressed by several smallholders during the fieldwork. 

Traditional farmers entirely relied on their own capacity exploiting the forest to provide 

with the best possible quality of life. A body of knowledge regarding forest and 

agricultural practices was indispensable in their adaptation, as their use of yuyus, wood 

and biodiversity suggests. The small-farming cooperative “La Norteña” has systemized 

the production of yuyus into an economic commodity, but in most farms yuyus are still 

only for self-consumption. While yuyus were considered an essential commodity for the 

elders, almost all the young farmers considered yuyus just complementary, due to their 

lack of economic value. Another indicator is the knowledge necessary to identify and use 

yuyus, which is also higher among the elder farmers. The influence of economic values 
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supposes a hierarchy that expands to the classification of traditional knowledge, which is 

considered less valuable than knowledge increasing agricultural production to the 

standards of international markets. Hence, the increasing trend of farmers’ transitions into 

provisioning NCP drive perceptions of obsolescence on knowledge destined to resolve 

others NCP. Yet, yuyus and wooden houses reveal how non-economic contributions may 

improve farmer’s lives substantially besides having a monetary expression, which is 

consistent with the notions of Ludwig (2000) about the limitations of economic valuation 

of ecosystems.  

The obsolescence of yuyus systems is also correlated to a transition on the kind of 

illnesses that Paraguayans face. Farmers with positive opinions on traditional lifestyles 

remarked the apparition of new illnesses, especially those related to chemicals but also 

many related to food habits like obesity and hypertension. However, farmers with less 

sceptical perspectives about farming transitions expressed that some severe illnesses like 

pox have only been solved with medical advances. Generally, all non-monetary nature’s 

contributions are intended to be supplied with monetary solutions; from producing food 

to buying it, from yuyus to prescript drugs, and from orally transmitted knowledge to 

technical knowledge. Therefore, such replacements of non-monetary benefits are 

conditional to the economic level of stakeholders, and non-monetary nature’s 

contributions are generally associated to poverty and low social status. Opinions about 

traditional cultural values, and the benefits derived from them, are divided among farmers 

in Paraguay, and ultimately conform the basis of diverging political positions among 

different stakeholders. In San Pedro, politics are indissociable from the adscriptions of 

value to nature’s contributions.  

Traditional farmers opting to make a transition towards a lifestyle that is more dependent 

on monetary services follow diverse procedures of adaptation. One option is specializing 

on a side job that brings an economic input that would complement farming. As an 

example, some farmers had opened grocery stores, and Héctor had a side job as a sound 

technician for regional celebrations. According to César, side jobs are becoming more 

and more common in rural Paraguay, which indicates a gradual diversification of the rural 

Paraguayan economy besides farming. Finding an alternative economic input without 

selling land is the less risky strategy for farmers, but not the most usual. Several farmers 

are pushed to sell their land lots when the use of agrochemicals in the surrounding land 

is too detrimental. In other cases, large owners but small land lots at derisory prices. Many 

farmers expressed that the governmental institutions were aligned with large owners, 

providing them with incentives but forgetting the rural poor. The political mechanisms in 

rural Paraguay imply that usually local and regional authorities were already close to 

positions of power due to their economic status. These authorities profess the idea that 

“professionals” are more prepared than traditional farmers on the value-monist 

perspective of high-production crops.  

The political condition on adscriptions of value is more recognized among those 

stakeholders who do not hold a position of power, who are usually indigenous peoples 

and smallholders. Their narratives connect institutional action as a political plot to benefit 
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the powerful owners and forget them. The informants close to the ruling Colorado Party 

denied the political implications of their perspectives, emphasizing the idealism and 

irresponsibility of those denying the necessity of economic growth, a concept that was 

understood as mandatory to become adapted to the modern times. Some farmers’ in San 

Pedro argued that soybean farmers were expelling them from their land. Land in 

Paraguay, and extensively Latin America, have been largely documented (Borras et al., 

2012). In Paraguay, public security forces have aligned to protect soybean farmers against 

protesting farmers (Figure 13), leading to casualties sometimes from large owners using 

lethal force against protestors (Hetherington, 2009).  

 

Figure 12: A farmer shows marks from a protest against land expropriations. 

Thus, the drivers of traditional farmers’ transitions towards innovative farming cannot be 

detached from the social-political factor. In cases like the San Pedro Poty settlement, 

smallholders were implementing mechanized agriculture due to the aid programmes 

developed by governmental institutions. Both in San Pedro Poty and Tava Guaraní, the 

public institute of land management, INDERT, were pushing farmers to abandon 

traditional farming. Value-monism is also incentivised through an unequal adscription of 

economic values to different commodities. Farmers constantly expressed that most of the 

commodities that were typical of traditional farming, e.g. mandioca, beans, fruits or mate 

“did not have a prize”. This is consistent with the economic model focused on exports, 

allowing only certain commodities like sesame, corn and soybeans to be introduced into 

market value-chains. A re-distribution of the economic policies would be perhaps the 

most required measure to re-think the economic viability of traditional farming into a 

national economy focused on national trade. Nonetheless, policy-makers are closely 

connected to wealthy land owners, and political corruption is largely extended in 

Paraguay (Franks et al., 2005). Besides, aid programs by local/regional authorities are 

often used with political reddit as a chain of favours. During my field work, regional 

politicians were immersed on an election campaign. A local candidate expressed, off-
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record, that they had been handing out chicks for free. He argued that it was an irrelevant 

since easily reproduce their own poultry, but he expressed that “people liked to be lied”. 

In a national scale, the implementation of an economic model favouring foreign investors, 

large landowners, intensive agriculture, deforestation, and biodiversity loss is not external 

to conflict of interests between policy-makers and investors.  

 

6. Conclusion  

Adscriptions of values on nature’s contributions to people in rural Paraguay are 

transitioning from a perspective of diverse types of value to a perspective of value-

monism. However, value-monism is rooted on the historical process of transforming the 

Upper Atlantic Paraná Forest into farming and pasture land, which started during 

colonization in the 16th. Some territories, like San Pedro, maintained forests considered 

“pristine” since the arrival of farmer-settlers in the 1960s. These perceptions of “pristine” 

nature held by farmers hide, nevertheless, the presence of Guaraní indigenous groups 

having a nomadic style of life. In the process of colonizing forest areas, traditional farmers 

already pursued a value-monist perspective emphasizing economic production. 

Nevertheless, poor connections and a situation of isolation difficulted the communication 

between recently created farming communities and urban enclaves like Santa Rosa del 

Aguaray, San Pedro de Ycuamandiyú, San Estanislao and Asunción. Farmers’ isolation 

supposed a dependency on natural resources and a limitation on the extractive practices 

of natural resources, through an implementation of a diverse set of practices. The 

implementation of these practices was based on traditional knowledge, that had been 

orally and trans-generationally transmitted and, arguably, has Guaraní roots. Farmers’ 

worldviews include elements of the Guaraní mythology, including animism and tales. 

These cultural values function as a regulator on the use of natural resources, being 

significant the role of the Pombero, which is supposed to punish the abuse of resource 

management. On the other hand, traditional knowledge expands the range of ecosystem 

services beyond provisioning services like food production, being significant the farmers’ 

ethnobotanical knowledge on healing herbs, or yuyus.  

Although farmers prioritize provisioning nature’s contributions over other contributions, 

they also benefit from a multiplicity of contributions, that are not always considered by 

policy-makers in Paraguay. As an example, forest ecosystems provide with cultural 

contributions (sense of place within the landscape, forestry practice included by farmers, 

and combination of species) and regulating contributions (climate ameliorations, air 

quality, biodiversity nursery and prevention of plagues). Most of these contributions are 

being displaced in favour of purely provisioning contributions. Although soybeans are 

generally not accessible to small-holders, innovative farming is implemented to “cash” 

crops like sesame, and self-consumption commodities like mandioca, beans and vegetable 

gardens. Thus, traditional farming is becoming less diverse on the range of practices. On 

the other hands, practices like bee-keeping or hunting are becoming more and more 

difficult to implement, due to severe deforestation caused by the expansion of the soybean 
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frontier. Another consequence of deforestation is the displacement of invasive species 

towards traditional farms, which have become a refugia for biodiversity. While both 

traditional and innovative farming pursue value-monism, traditional farming preserves 

other kind of value while innovative farming successfully achieves restraining land to a 

single nature’s contribution. Some of the consequences are the extirpation of all 

biodiversity and soil erosion due to chemical use and deep ploughing.  

The success of soybean/value-monism in Paraguay has a structural explanation. In the 

20th century, dictator General Stroessner pushed traditional farmers to turn forest areas 

considered unproductive and “irrational” into small farmers. With the implementation of 

democracy after 1989, the government has followed the strategy of adapting the 

agricultural production to the demand of modern international markets, a situation that 

has displaced traditional farmers and favoured foreign investors. The expansion of 

intensive production has displaced traditional knowledge to a more effective body of 

knowledge about scientific and technological agricultural innovations. Those farmers 

with an academic education on these field of knowledge hold a position of status. 

Traditional knowledge is gradually considered irrelevant, providing its holders with 

adjectives of illiteracy and un-rationality regarding agricultural production, but also 

regarding the sustainability of their uses of natural resources.  

Conservation strategies in Paraguay have followed a land-sparing strategy, devoting a 

small portion of land to natural reserves while devoting a big proportion to agricultural 

land. Agricultural land is turning into soybean fields, as innovative farmers are not 

questions are unsustainable but rationally sustainable, under the argument of reconciling 

production with “green technologies”. Evident environmental problematics are usually 

argued to be the consequence of a “trial and error process”, while big agricultural 

companies are realizing of the exhausting of soil, thus opting for the implementation of 

green technologies like green manure. However, the success of these technologies still 

leaves unresolved key issues like biodiversity extirpation and the inclusion of 

smallholders within conservation and development strategies. Although governmental 

projects have been implemented to include smallholders into market value-chains, these 

transitions face challenges like the economic inability of investing in mechanized 

methods and chemicals -which usually translates to indebtment- or implementing new 

agricultural knowledge, which is still inaccessible to most farmers. Regarding these 

problematics, the inclusion of traditional farmers in community-based conservation 

strategies is arguably a potential solution to reconcile the environmental and social 

challenges described through this thesis.   
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8. Appendix 

8.1. Reported tree species in traditional farms  

Local name Scientific name Contributions  Observations 

Amba’y Cecropia adenopus  Fruits Fruits can make an 

expectorant syrup 

Curupí  Sapium 

haematospermum 

Healing sage  

Eucalyptus  Eucalyptus 

melliodora 

Tree-planting, 

shadow 

Non-endemic, 

planted in rows 

Lapacho amarillo Handroanthus 

albus 

Wood  

Manduvirá Pithecellobium 

sahman 

Shade, fodder  

Paraíso Gigante Melia azedarach Tree-planting Planted in rows 

Peterevy Cordia trichotoma Wood, shadow Frequently used to 

build fences 

Pino Pinus taeda  Wood  

Tacuará Bambusa quadua  Fodder, shadow Combined with 

pasture land  

Tatajyva Chlorophoria 

tinctoria  

Shade, wood, fruits Combined with 

pasture land 

Tataré Pithecellobium 

scalare 

Shade, fodder, 

wood 

Frequently used to 

build fences 

Timbó Enterolobium 

contortisiliquum 

Shade, wood Frequently used to 

build fences 

Toona Toona ciliata Shade, wood Planted in rows, 

associated with 

yerba mate  

Urunde’y Astronium 

fraxinifolium 

Wood, fruits, shade Frequently used to 

build fences 

Ysapy’y Machaerium 

schleroxylon 

Wood Frequently used to 

build fences  

Yvyrá’ju Albizia hassleri  Wood Planted in rows, 

combined with 

pasture land 

Yvirá pepé Holocalix balansae Wood, fruits Combined with 

yerba mate and 

citrics 

Yvirá pytá Peltophorum 

dubium 

Wood, shade Frequently used to 

build fences 

Yvirá ro  Pterogyhe nitens  Wood and timber  
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8.2. List of informants  

Name (anonymized) Category Profile 

Florián Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Basil Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Javier Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Julia Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Miguel Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Mala  Interviewee Activist 

Pablo Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Simón Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Aguírrez Interviewee, key informant Agricultural engineer 

Ángel Interviewee Agricultural engineer 

Pedro Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Andrés Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Andrea Interviewee Housewile/farmer 

Segismundo Interviewee Ex bee-keeper/traditional 

farmer 

Cristian Interviewee Day labourer/traditional 

farmer 

Dimas Interviewee Traditional farmer 

David  Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Eduardo Interviewee Local leader/farmer 

Fidel Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Hauer Interviewee Local leader/farmer 

Héctor Interviewee, key informant Traditional farmer 

Domínguez Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Gabriel  Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Laura Interviewee Housewife/farmer 

Luisa Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Ramos  Interviewee Politician, livestock 

farmer, soybean farmer 
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Raúl Interviewee, key informant Agricultural technician, 

teacher, traditional farmer 

Soro Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Chico Interviewee Soybean small farmer 

Walda Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Will Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Paco Interviewee Traditional farmer 

Alberto Interviewee Retired traditional farmer 

Juan P Interviewee Soybean small farmer 

Sr F Informant Retired farmer 

Sra F Informant Retired housewife 

Sra C Informant Housewife 

César Key informant Agricultural expert 

Korean representative Informant International Aid 

Young 1 Informant Traditional farmer 

Young 2 Informant Student 

Young 3 Informant  Student 

 

 



8.3. Summary of data  

 


